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FOREWORD 
This publication covers a segment of a fascinating field - the theoretical attack on 
certain transonic flow problems. After several f lurr ies  of accented interest starting in 
1948, the field is again alive with new interest and activity; it touches on one side on the 
need fo r  more fruitEul interaction of theory with critical experimentation, and ipn another 
side on the mastering of boundary problems of nonlinear differential equations of mixed 
e l l ip t i c -h~erbo l i c  type, both extensive a r e a s  of considerable difficulty and subtlety. 
Moreover, the numerical side associated with the theory taxes current c o m p u ~ n g  
machines and techniques severely. Much energy has already been expended so that a 
rea l  need exists to see  the entire forest, to avoid duplication, and to save time ant1 effort 
of many workers such a s  the new or  active researcher,  the thesis seeker, and the text- 
book writer. Extensions to the field surveyed to include boundary layers and shaek- 
wave-bounhry-layer interactions a r e  urgently needed. In this annotated bibliography 
the authors have skillfully identified and codified a large special field. Their effort 
should also help the attainment of similar goals in neighboring fields. Tm a broader sense 
such timely effort may be a realistic way to cope with the critical archival reference 
problems arising from the explosion of research  information. 
I. E. Garrick 
Chief Mathematical Scientist 
Langley Research Center 
iii 
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AX AVNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPm ON T SOMC FLOW THEORY 
By P e r r y  A. Newman and Dennis O. Allison 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
This dceument is a listing of a large number (approximately 700) of theoretical 
papers relating to steady inviscid external transonic flows and should be of interest  pr i -  
marily to  analysts, The bibliography is divided into four parts,  each arranged alpha- 
betically by first aar"chor, as follows: 
Part I - Books 
Part I - Summary Pape r s  
Part In - Conference Proceedings 
Part - Technical Pape r s  and Reports 
An attempt has been made to code all of the English language entr ies  l isted in  pa r t  IV to 
indicate what problem was discussed o r  solved and the method which was used. 
An extensive li terature search  has been initiated in  order  to  catalog the technical 
papers and reports relating to  transonic flows. Since it is anticipated that the renewed 
research interest in this  flow regime will involve many investigators who a r e  not familiar 
with past work, a listing of such papers  will allow them to locate information quickly, 
assess the state of the art, and avoid duplication of pr ior  work. This  document is a 
listing of theore t icd  papers  relating to  steady inviscid external transonic flows and 
should therefore be of interest  pr imari ly  to analysts. 
The subject matter of the present bibliography has been s o  restr ic ted fo r  several  
reasons, First, the inviscid problem must be understood and solved before the analyst 
can do much with the important problems in transonic flow such as the shock-wave- 
boundary -layer interaction, unsteady phenomena, wind-tunnel interference, and viscous 
scaling effects, For a very recent account of work on some of these aspects of the tran- 
sonic problem, see ref erence 3.3. Second, the existing l i terature on problems relating 
to transonic flow phenomena is rather  extensive and difficult t o  catalog effectively. 
Third, much of the recent experimental data a r e  either classified or  proprietary while 
some of the earlier data may not be f r e e  from interference effects. The papers  and 
reports in all of the a reas  mentioned should be cataloged and listed for  the benefit of 
those investigators who will become involved and a r e  not already familiar with that 
literature. 
Even with the subject matter restr ic ted as mentioned, there a r e  many pertinent 
papers  and some of these a r e  likely to have been omitted from the present  list, In fact, 
many of the l isted papers  contain appropriate references which have not been included, 
Furthermore, the renewed interest  in  transonic flow has already generated a number of 
very recent papers  and more  a r e  expected within the next year  o r  so. An effort was  
made to  include those papers  which discuss ideas, problems, o r  methods that are rele- 
vant to  theoretical steady inviscid external transonic flows. It is recognized, however, 
that many papers  which deal with oscillatory o r  unsteady phenomena would also be rele- 
vant to  steady transonic flows. A preliminary list of pertinent papers  was distributed 
to a number of persons actively engaged in transonic flow research  in  order  to obtain 
comments concerning completeness. Such comments were appreciated and, as a result, 
a number of additional papers  have been included in  the present  list. 
The bibliography is divided into four parts,  each arranged alphbet ieal ly  by first 
author, as follows: 
Part I - Books 
Part 11 - Summary Papers  
Part III - Conference Proceedings 
Part IV - Technical Papers  and Reports 
Each of these pa r t s  contains introductory comments as to what is included in the list and 
how it is annotated. No attempt has been made to a s s e s s  the technical validi$ of the 
included papers. The English abstracts  o r  summaries  which appear wnth V ~ ~ L O U S  entries 
have been obtained from several  sources,  identified as follows : 
(ANIR, year, review number) - Applied Mechanics Reviews 
(IAA, accession number) - International Aerospace Abstracts 
(STAR, accession number) - Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports 
Nu mark - due to original o r  present authors 
PART I - BOOKS 
F o r  some of the entr ies  i n  this  part ,  the major chapter headings have been iradi- 
cated; English abstracts  a r e  given for  the books which a r e  written in  a foreign language, 
The three English language books on transonic flow (refs. 1.3, 1.6, and 1.8) coda in  a a n y  
references,  most of which appeared before 1960. Several r e p r e s e n t a ~ v e  textbooks and 
survey type books with chapters on transonic flow have also been included. 
1.1 B a r d s e v ,  R. G.: Lektsii po Transzvukovoi Gazodinamike (Lectures on Tracsonie 
Gas Dynamics). Izdatel'stov Leningradskogo Universiteta (Leningrad), 1965, 
This book consists of a systematic eqos i t i on  of the theory of transonic gas 
flow, with particular attention to  the formulation and solution of boundiary prlablercs 
fo r  hodograph areas .  Although intended primari ly  as a textbook o r  teaching aid, i t  
is thought to  be useful to  anyone concerned with solving problems in transonic gas 
dynamics. The choice, arrangement, and exposition of the mater ial  are determined 
by its lecture nature; thus it is said to be oriented toward teaching the reader "not 
s o  much to know as to know how." Three of the eight chapters - those on slender- 
body theory, general properties of a transonic flow, and solving hodograph-~rea 
problems - contain substantial amounts of new material. Transonic hodsgraph 
equations and the solution of Tricomi 's  and Chaplygin's equations a r e  eqlanned, 
The statement of problems as hodograph a r e a s  is described. Existence and unique- 
ness  theorems a r e  considered. The last chapter is a review of resu l t s  in their 
application to basic directions of research. A bibliography is given for each 
chapter, and an  appendix consisting of tables fo r  various gas-flow parameterps is 
included. 
(IAA, A65-3118'7%) 
1.2 Belotserkovskii, 0. M.; and Ghushkin, P. I.: The Numerical Solution of Probierns in 
Gas Dynamics. Vol. 1 of Basic Developments in  Fluid Dynamics, Maurice RoBt, ed,, 
Academic P res s ,  Inc., 1965, pp. 1-126. (Contains a number of USSR references,) 
1. Introduction 
2. The Method of Finite Differences 
3. The Method of Integral Relations 
4. The Method of Characteristics 
1,3 Bers, Lipman: Mathematical Aspects of Subsonic and Transonic Gas Dynamics. 
Vol, B I I  of %rveys in  Applied Mathematics. John Wiley & Sons, Ine., e.1958. 
1, The Differential Equations of a Potential Gas Flow 
2, Mathematical Background of Subsonic Flow Theory 
3, Some Problems in  Subsonic Flow 
4, aqathennatical Background of Transonic Gas Dynamics 
5, Slome Problems in Transonic Flow 
1.4 Bitsadze, A, V. (I?. Zador, transl.): Equations of the Mixed Type. Maemillan Co., 
1964, 
1, General Remarks on Linear Partial Differential Equations of Mixed Type 
2, The Skldy of the Solutions of Second Order  Hyperbolic Equations With Initial 
Ccsn&tions Given Along the Lines of Parabolicity 
3, The Study of the Solutions of Second Order  Elliptic Equations for  a Domain, the 
Boundary of WMeh Includes a Segment of the Curve of Parabolic Degeneracy 
4, The Problem of Tricomi 
5, Other Mixed Problems 
1.5 Davies, D, E.: Three-Dimensional Sonic Theory. Aerodynamic Aspects. Pt. IE of 
AGARD NIanual on Aeroelasticity, ch. 4, W. P. Jones, ed., P 9 6 d .  
1,6 Ferrari, C,; and Tricomi, F. 6. (Raymond B. Cramer,  transl.): Transonic 
Aerodynamics. Academic P res s ,  Inc., 1968. 
1, Fundamental Principles 
2, Equations Governing the Flow, Correspondence Between the Physical Plane and 
the Hodograph, and the Propert ies  of Shocks Therein 
3, m t h e m a ~ c a l  Background 
4, Appleations Based on the Indirect Method: Nozzles 
5, Based on the Indirect Method: Airfoils 
6, 'The Direct Method: Special Cases  and Approximate Treatments  for  Wing 
Sections and Cursory Consideration of Three-Dimensional Configurations 
8,7 Guderleg, K. C.: Transonic Flow. Research Front ie rs  i n  Fluid Dynamics, 
Raymond J. Seeger and 6. Temple, eds., Interscience Publ., c.1965, pp. 250-283. 
;,8 Guderley, K, G. (J. R. Moszynski, transl.): The Theory of Transonic Flow. Addison- 
Wesley Pub, Co., Inc., 1962. 
9, General Principles 
2, Simplified Equations and the Similarity Rule f o r  Transonic Flow 
3, The Linearized Theory of Transonic Flow 
4. Exact Solutions of the Potential Equation of Transonic Flow 
5. Fundamentals of the Bodograph Transformation 
6. Bscuss ion  of Transonic Flows on the Basis of the Hodograph Transfcrn~atior;! 
7. Part icular  Solutions of Tricomi's Equation 
8. Flows With M = 1 
9. Flow Fields Which Deviate Only SlighCly From Flows With Mach Numbers of 
Unity 
10. Special Cases  i n  Which the Part icular  Solutions Q = p(-1/12+~) G(:,p) are 
Employed 
11. h i s y m m e t r i c  Flows 
1.9 Imai, Isao: Approximation Methods in  Compressible Fluid Dynamics. Tech, 
Note BN-95, Inst. Fluid Dyn. Appl. Math,, Univ. of Maryland, Mar. 1957, (A-mil- 
able from DDC: a s  AD 128 411.) 
1. Basic Equations 
2. M2-Expansion Method 
3. Thin Airfoil Theory 
4. General Formulas  for  the Lift, Drag, and Moment of a Cyllindried Body in  
Subsonic Compressible Flow 
5. Bodograph Method 
6. Application of the WKB Method to  Compressible Flow 
7. Unification of the M2-Expansion Method, Thin Airfoil Theory and Meksyn's 
Method fo r  Treating Transonic Flow 
1.10 Krasnov, N. F. (Deane N. Morris,  ed., and Joy B. Gazley, transl.): Aerodynamics 
of Bodies of RevoluLion. Amer. Elsevier Pub. Co., Inc., 1970, pp. 827-867, 
1.11 Krasnov, N. F.; Koshevoi, V, N.; Danilov, A. I?.; and Zakharchenko, V, F,: 
Aero&namika Raket (Rocket Aerodynamics). Izdatel' stvo Vy sshaia  SlkoBa 
(Moscow), 1968. 
The fundamentals of the theory of aerodynamics a r e  outlined as applied to 
rockets of various types. The principal rocket and nose cone c o m f i ~ r a t i o n s  are 
examined, together with the various types of lifting, stabilizing, and control sur - 
faces. The principal relations in gas  flow theory a r e  derived, and general methods 
of solving aerodynamic problems a r e  outlined. Part icular  attention is given to the 
aerocPJTnamics of rocket a i r f rames  and lifting, stabilizing, and control surfaces, 
including the calculation of the aerodynamic coefficients and friction and hem,- 
t ransfer  character is t ics  at subsonic, transonic and supersonic speeds,, The appli- 
cation of finite-difference techniques to the caleulaLion of flows past  bodies wi$n a 
curvilinear generating line is demonstrated, together with the application of various 
methods to  the calculation of supersonic flows past  cones and hypersonic flows 
past slender bodies. The aerodynamics of slender f r ames  in  linearized flow and 
the aerodynamics of blunted bodies of revolution a r e  examined. Methods of calcu- 
lating the overall aerodynamic character is t ics  of rockets with allowance for  inter-  
ference a r e  reviewed. The book is intended primari ly  as a textbook but should be  
useful also to scientists and engineers employed in the rocket industry. 
(IAA, A69-32829) 
1,12 Landau, L, Do; and Lifshitz, E. M. (J. B. Sykes and W. H. Reid, transl.1: Fluid 
Meehanles. Addison-Wesley Pub. Co., Inc., 1959, pp. 245-472. 
%,I3 Liepmmn, B. W.; and Roshko, A.: Elements of Gasdynamics. John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc,, c.1957, pp. 252-283. 
1,14 &8anwelll, A. R.: The Bodograph Equations. Bafner Pub. Co., Inc., 1971, 
In writing this book I have t r ied to  give a straightforward and self-contained 
account of the subject of plane transonic flow, the discussion being limited to the 
makhematieal aspects within the framework of steady plane inviscid motion. I 
have avoided the introduction of special techniques which could not be fully 
explained within the book itself and the arrangement of the various i tems  is as 
far as possible i n  the order  of their  analytical complexity. 
Chapters 1, 2, 3 a r e  almost entirely elementary; Chapters 4 to  7, which 
include the analysis of plane transonic flows with weak shocks, need only a little 
preparation in  special functions, most of which is provided in the text. Chap- 
ters 8 and 9 contain a brief account of classical methods fo r  the solution of equa- 
tions of elliptic and hyperbolic type. Following this, Sections 38, 39 and Chap- 
ters 10 to 13, together with the notes at the end of the book, provide an  
introduction to the extensive li terature.  In Chapter 14 I give an  improved version 
of my previous work on the non-existence problem and one which has not been 
published elsewhere. 
1,15 Oswatitsch, Klaus (English version by Gustav Kuerti): Gas Dynamics. Vol. I of 
&Applied Mathematics and Mechanics, Academic P res s ,  Inc., 1956, pp. 447-497. 
1,16 Sears, W. R., ed.: General Theory of High Speed Aerodynamics. Princeton Univ. 
P re s s ,  1954. 
I, Von ~ g r m k n ,  Th.: On the Foundation of High Speed Aerodynamics. 
2, Friedrichs,  K. 0.: Mathematical Aspects of Flow Problems of Hyperbolic 
Ifype. 
3, Sears, W. R.: Small Perturbation Theory. 
4. Neaslet, NI. A.; and Lomax, N.: Supersonic and Transonic Small Perturbation 
Theory. 
5. Lighthill, M. J.: Nigher Approximations. 
6. Kuo, Y. N.; and Sears,  W. R.: Plane Subsonic and Transonic Potelli$iaf ~ l ~ w s ,  
7. Fe r r i ,  A.: The Method of Characteristics. 
8. Fe r r i ,  A.: Supersonic Flows With Shock Waves. 
1.17 Shapiro, Ascher N.: The Dynamics and Thermodynamics of Compressible Piuid 
Flow. Vol. 11. Ronald P r e s s  Go., c.1954, pp. 773-903. 
1.18 Spreiter, J. R.: Transonic Flow. Handbook of Engineering Mechmics, We FBGgge, 
ed., MeGraw-Hill Book Go., Inc., 1962, pp. 76-1 - 76-15. 
1.19 Tricomi, Francesco Giacomo: Repertorium de r  Theorie der  Differentialgleiei~ungen 
(Handbook on the Theory of Differential Equations). Springer-Verlq,  1968, 
pp. 133-161. 
. . .En chapter 4, the] relation between differential equations of mixed type 
and transonic gasdynamics is investigated, and a study is made of the T-equation 
i n  its hyperbolic half-plane, the Tricomi problem and the correspon&~ag unique- 
ness  theorem, and a special c lass  of solutions of the T-equation. 
(IAA, A68-36157) 
1.20 Von Mises, Richard: Mathematical Theory of Compressible Fluid Flow, Aeabemic 
P res s ,  Inc., 1958, pp. 237-463. 
1.21 Zierep, Jiirgen: Theorie der  schallnahen und der  N~7~erschallstr'cimungen (Theory 
of Transonic and Hypersonic Flows). Verlag 6. Braun (Karlsruhe), e ,  1966, 
pp. 1-100. 
The second edition expands a discussion of the elements of classical gas- 
dynamics to include a detailed introduction to the theory of steady transonic sad 
steady hypersonic flows. Part I (transonic flows) examines the physical pro;h- 
e r t ies  of transonic flows and the equations of motion and shock equations in  
transonic approximation. The usefulness of these equations is demonstrated by 
two simple examples (the Lava1 nozzle and shock wave at a profile) and the 
principal computation methods (hodograph method, parabolic method, and the 
method of integral equations) a r e  outlined. The similarity law and the area rule 
fo r  transonic flows a r e  treated in  detail . . . . 
(IAA, A66-37495) 
P m T  hd. - SWMABEY PAPERS 
'The papers  l isted in  this  p u t  include general papers  on transonic aerodynamics, 
state- of -the--art papers,  and memorial lectures  wlhich contain paragraphs on transonic 
gheno mena, Since one new to the field might want to read  them first, they have been put 
;nto ttcs separate Pist. Note, however, that they a r e  cross-referenced in  the pa r t  IV 
Listing, An abstract  o r  summary (from various sources, s e e  Introduction) is included 
with each entry. Most of these papers  contain a number of references,  but some of the 
s J m n a r y  papers  themselves a r e  not recent so  do not represent  a current  state-of-the- 
aft 0-1 summary, 
2-1 Sagley, J, A. : Some Aerodynamic Principles for  The Design of Swept Wings. 
Vok, 3 g.if Progres s  in  Aeronautical Sciences, A n t o ~ o  Fe r r i ,  D. KGchemann, 
and 1,. B. 6. Sterne, eds., Maemillan Co,, 1962, pp. 1-83. 
The design of swept wings has now reached the stage where a coherent s e t  
of aerodynamic principles has  emerged, The purpose of this  paper  is to sum- 
marize these principles, and to indicate methods of designing wings in  accordance 
with them. 
It is important to  design wings so  that the type of flow oMained in practice 
4s tine same as that assumed in the design theory, and s o  that it is a flow which is 
usable - i.e. which can be pre&cted and controlled. It is shown that these 
raquirements lead to the concept of a subcritical flow which can be obtained on 
certain swept wings. These a r e  restr ic ted to  a fairly narrow band of sweep 
angles, depending on the design Mach number, and the aspect rat io  and thickness 
of the wings a r e  correspondingly limited. 
Pract ical  design methods a r e  discussed in order  to i l lustrate the  p w s i c a l  
p?ineiplies used in  design, but a crit ical comparison of different calculation 
methods is not attempted. 
2 -2  Berndt7 S, B. : An b p r o a c h  to  the Problem of Axisymmetric Sonic Flow Around a 
Slender Body. Applied Mechanics, M. 13et;nyi and W. 6. Vineenti, eds., Springer- 
Verlag, 1969, pp. 135-144. 
The present paper is an attempt to  survey the field for  some rational method 
c8";eomputation based on the fact  that the slender-body approximation is valid close 
t o  the body while far ther  away the nonlinear t e rm must be retained. Since a t  large 
dis t m c e  the Guderley expansion f o r  the f a r  field is expected to  be valid, it seems 
natural to t ry  to establish an  outer boundary condition at some finite &stance by 
employing this  expansion. This  would seem to be a necessary step if a numerical 
method of integration is to be employed. Our basic goal thus is to determine the 
extent of the regions in  which the slender-body approximation and the GuderHey 
expansion a r e  useful. 
2.3 Bers ,  Lipman: Results and Conjectures in the Mathematical Theory of Subsonic 
and Transonic Gas Flows. Commun. Pu re  Appl. Math., vol. VLI, no,, 1, 1954, 
pp. 79-104. 
This  paper is a progress  report  on a nonlinear boundary value problem 
arising in  gas  dynamics. The problem has attracted a great  deal of attention; 
a complete bibliography would have to  include hundreds of titles. W'e do not, how- 
ever,  aim a t  completeness. The selection of mater ial  is purely subjective, and 
severa l  important contributions a r e  not even mentioned . . . . 
More precisely, the problem before u s  is that of describing fully the steady 
two-dimensional potential flow of a perfect compressible fluid around a given 
obstacle, the direction and (subsonic) speed of the flow at infinity being prescribed, 
Needless to  say, the adjectives "steady," "potential," "two-dimensional'hnd 
"perfect" represent  far-reaching idealizations of physical r e a l t y .  Once an 
idealized model has been agreed upon, however, it is the mathematician's 11 ob to 
obtain from it as much information as possible . . . . 
It should be said from the outset that the problem on which we report is far 
f rom being fully solved. But significant progress  has been achieved and the open 
questions can, perhaps, be formulated today with more precision than was possible 
some t ime ago. I t  might be worthwhile, therefore, to take stock. 
2.4 Busemann, Adolf : Application of Transonic Similarity. NACA TN 2685, 19 52, 
F r o m  a review of the different similarity approaches to  compressible 
potential flow, the meaning and limitations of transonic similarity a r e  traced back 
t o  their origin. Although the main text deals with the quasi two-dimensional flow, 
special suggestions fo r  the case  of axisymmetrical bodies a r e  added in an appendk;.,, 
2.5 Clifton, A. N.: Problems of Transonic Flight. J. Roy Aeronaut. Soc,, v01, 56, Mar ,  
1952, pp. 155-178. 
The title of this paper may be said to cover almost the whole field of tne 
immediate endeavours of those who a r e  concerned with the design and technical 
development of military aeroplanes, and especially of fighters. The term tran-- 
sonic is not precise,  but may be defined conveniently as applying to those speeds 
of flight, i n  the region of the speed of sound, when all the customary aerodynamic 
design rules  cease to operate. Theoretically, therefore, transonic flight consists 
entirely of problems. Fortunately, i n  practice, the situation is not quite s o  dis- 
orderly as this would imply. F o r  security reasons this  paper cannot inelude a 
discussion of flight experience and is restr ic ted to an evaluation of some of the 
many problems wMch must be solved in  the design of transonic aeroplanes. By 
shis is meant aeroplanes which not only fly, but a r e  capable of being manoeuvred 
under the full control of a human pilot at low, as well as high, altitudes in the t ran-  
sonic region. 
These matters  a r e  considered under three broad headings: firstly, drag 
and thrust problems; secondly, stability and control; and thirdly, temperature 
effects, 
2-6 Cole, Julian D.: Cdculation of Transonic Flows. WAS Paper  No. 70-12, Sept. 1970. 
A brief survey is given of methods fo r  cdculation of plane transonic flow 
around airfoils. Two hodograph-based methods for  shock-free flows and two 
physical-space methods for  flow with shock waves a r e  discussed. The last  
method, which is a relaxation proceduke for  equations of mixed type, is discussed 
in  more detail, Comparison of the resu l t s  of the different methods for  shock-free 
cases is made. Some calculations a r e  also presented for  flows with shock waves. 
2,Woj?eS Junian D.: Twen$ Years  of Transonic Flow. Dl-82-0878, Flight Sci. Lab., 
Seeing Sci, Res. Lab., July 11969. (Invited lecture, AIM, San Francisco, June 16, 
1969,) 
A brief historical survey l e a a n g  to problems of current  interest  is given. 
'The problem of thin three-&mensional lifting wings is formulated on the basis of 
transonic small  -di sturbance theory. Various overall integral f ormulas and s imi  - 
Parity laws for  lift and drag a r e  discussed. The problem of plane mixed flow past  
an  airfoil is se t  up and the far field discussed. Remarks a r e  made about compu- 
tatlon methods and the role  of exact hodograph solutions. 
2-8 Cole, J, D,: Transonic Limits of Linearized Theory. Preprint  No. 485, Inst. 
Aeronz~ut~ Sci., June 1954. 
The transonic regime, extending from Mach numbers at which shock waves 
i i r s t  appear with the associated drag r i s e  to  Mach numbers at which the head 
shock wave is firmly attached to the nose of the body, is well known. Not s o  
well known, perhaps, is the reason for  the failure of linearized theory to describe 
the flow in this  regime, i n  particular, to  permit  an  accurate calculation of the 
2ressure ,  
The relationship of transonic and linearized theories is shown and quantitative 
estimates of the non-linear effects in  several  simple cases  a r e  given. The resu l t s  
ndieate the importance of transonic theory f o r  practical applications even in the 
case of unsteady motion. 
2.9 Dat, R.: Bibliography of Documents Containing Numerical Data on Planar Lifting 
Surfaces. AGARD Rep. No. 574, Aug. 1970. 
The present work'covers the period 1951-1968, but in some cases only very 
brief information is given on the contents of works published before 1959; which 
a r e  mostly of less  interest than recent documents, because the results were 
obtained with experimental tools or  computers that a r e  now out-dated. 
Documents containing a larger amount of valuable data than the present ones 
may be published during the next few years, because research is being done in 
several countries in order to obtain numerical data either experimentally (mea- 
surement of non-stationary pressures) or from the theory (for control surfaces in 
particular). For  this reason, updating of the present bibliography is of paramount 
importance. It involves no difficulty, since the items a r e  arranged in chrono- 
logical sections. 
2.10 Fage, A. : Some Aerodynamic Advances. Third Anglo-American Aeronautical 
Conference, Brighton, Joan Bradbrooke and E. C. Pike, eds., Roy. Aeronaut. 
SOC., 1952, pp. 329-362. 
The diverse and often intricate character of the changes in the flow pattern 
of an aircraft that occur with an increase from low subsonic to supersonic speed 
has given the aerodynamicist many difficult problems to study. Almost all of 
these problems a re  at once broad in scope and of a specialised nature and an 
adequate survey of recent progress in the study 05 them is clearly impossible in 
a short paper. An attempt has been made to indicate briefly some of the advances 
that have been made in a few of them and to illustrate in broad outline the trend 
of research work on them. The papers that have been written on each of the sub- 
jects selected a r e  too many to mention and only a comparatively few references 
a re  cited. 
2.11 Farren, William S.: The Aerodynamic Art. J. Roy. Aeronaut. Soc., vol. 60, no. 547, 
July 1956, pp. 431-449. (The 44th Wilbur Wright Memorial Lecture.) 
In this lecture, the author discusses primarily the transonic problem; that 
is, the changes in the flow field and airfoil pressure distributions as the free- 
stream Mach number is increased from subsonic to supersonic values. This dis- 
cussion is from a physical point of view and is supported by a number of Schlieren 
and interferometer photographs. 
2-12 Germain, P.: Recent Evolution in  Problems and Methods in  Aerodynamics. J. Roy. 
AersnaaaL, Soc., vol. 71, no. 682, Oct. 1967, pp. 673-691. 
The Tenth Lanchester Memorial Lecture reviews the methods of theoretical 
aerodynamics and their role  in applied aerodynamics. Aerodynamicists now 
employ such complex maehematical models that classical mathematical analysis 
i s  being displaced by mathematical methods of asymptotic expansions and methods 
sf numerical analyses with digital and analog computers. The use of matched 
asymptotic expansions is il lustrated by resul ts  for  the lift of elliptic wings and 
Ssr the drag of slender wings. The power of numerical methods is il lustrated by 
results fo r  conical flow fields; this  theoretical problem had to be considered 
";om the very beginning from the numerical point of view. An electr ical  analog 
computer is an electrical representation of the part ia l  differential equation which 
has to  be solved. Two a r e  described: one f o r  wing body interference; and the 
other for  hodograph calculations. 
The second half of the lecture discusses the importance of combined use of 
theory and experiment in  the rational design of modern aircraft .  The development 
of airfoil! sections for  high subsonic speed aircraf t  i l lustrated the necessity of 
using both theory and experiment when there is no complete theory. One of the 
most difiicult problems in  fluid mechanics, separation and reattachment of flows, 
i l lustrates how approximate experimental laws lead to the discovery of which 
parameters  a r e  most significant fo r  predicting the role  of viscosity in  actual 
flows, Numerical calculations using these parameters  have had important appli- 
cations including a nozzle design for  the Concorde project. 
( A m ,  1968, Rev. 4375) 
2,13 Germain, Paul  (Francesca Neffgen, transl.) : Reality of Transonic Problems. 
B-840, Office Int. Oper., Boeing Co., Apr. 1969. (Translated from Volume 3 of 
P r ~ c e ~ s d i n g s  of the Canadian Congress of Applied Mechanics, ONERA, T P  No. 513, 
?day 1967*) 
Consideration of the current  state of transonic problems, with reference 
only to  those which deal with the aerodynamics of wings, especially airfoil sec-  
tions, I&'ormation is given concerning relatively recent research  results.  An 
attempt is made to outline the requirements of modern technology and ehe resul ts  
obtained by the British scientists in  this field. Attention is given to recent  theo- 
retical resul ts  acquired in considering, successively, the formulation of the theory 
of small  perturbations, the approximate methods of solution on the physical level, 
studies of the hodographic method, and recent theoretical developments pertaining 
I s  the Mach 1 case. 
(IAA, A6 8 -4 3 3 64) 
2.14 Hakkinen, R. J.: A Survey of the Equations and Similarity Rules of Steady Flow 
About Slender Bodies Throughout the Mach Number Range. Rep. No. SM-27214, 
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Feb. 6, 1957. 
It is shown that complete flow similarity can be established for slender 
bodies affinely related in lateral directions in terms of the first-order small 
perturbation equations in all Mach number ranges except the transonic regime 
about l~~ - 11 = 0(72/3). Even in this case, however, specific similarity 
rules can be achieved for planar and for axially symmetric bodies by satisfying 
the tangency boundary condition on the reference plane (or axis), instead of the 
actual body surface. In the limited range ( M ~  - 1 = 0(74/3) complete simi - 
larity in terms of a single parameter can be formally obtained. 
2.15 Harlow, Francis H.: Numerical Methods for Fluid Dynamics, an Annotated 
Bibliography. LA-4281 (U.S. At. Energy Comm. Contract W-7405-Eng. 36), 
Los Alamos Sci. Lab., Univ. of California, Dec. 10, 1969. 
I 
This compilation is our f irst  attempt to bring together the basic references 
on fluid-dynamics computing methodology. It is limited to the description of 
techniques for transient problems in several space dimensions, thereby omitting 
much excellent work for one space dimension and for steady flows in several 
space dimensions. It also is restricted to numerical methods for high-speed 
computers, thereby omitting many powerful analytical techniques. 
In many cases we have not included valuable computer investigations that 
emphasize principally results, rather than the development of new variations in 
methodology. For conciseness, we will continue to omit reference to this type 
of work. 
2.16 Heaslet, Max. A.: Some Recent Developments in Nonlinear Fluid Mechanics. 
Proceedings of the Ninth Japan National Congress for Applied Mechanics, Nat. 
Comm. Theor. Appl. Mech., Sci. Counc. of Japan, Mar. 1960, pp. 1- 11. 
The results and theory to be discussed here a re  based on investigations 
carried out within the Theoretical Branch a t  the Ames Research Center, NASA. 
These particular problems were chosen for presentation because, first, they a re  
unified by the fact that they comprise successful inroads toward the solution of 
significant physical problems that a r e  fundamentally nonlinear; second, in spite of 
the advancements that have been made, each of these problems yet offers chal- 
lenges and questions that merit further attention both experimentally and 
theoretically. 
2-17 Bill, Jacques A. F.: An Introduction to the Problems of Two-Dimensional Tran-  
sonic Flow Calculations. Rep. R-15362-9, Res. Dep. United Aircraft  Corp., 
Feb. 17, 1954. (Available from DDC as AD 112 944.) 
A survey is presented of most of the available fundamental work dealing 
with two-dimensional transonic nonlifting flows. The f i r  st five sections of the 
report. cover a description of the general nature of transonic flow patterns. The 
last five sections contain a derivation of the gas-dynamic equations which govern 
the flows. The principle of transonic similitude is introduced and the indetermj - 
nacies associated with its practical application a r e  discussed. Various approaches 
to  the problem of solving the equations for  given airfoils a r e  discussed briefly. 
'The methods discussed include those involving a transformation to the hodograph 
variables, the numerical methods of relaxation and of character is t ics  and the 
methods based on the use of the transonic integral equation due to  Oswatitsch. 
2-18 Bolder, D, W.: The Transonic Flow Past Two-Dimensional Aerofoils. J. Roy. 
Aeronaut. Soc., vol. 68, no. 644, Aug. 1964, pp. 501-516. 
This  second Reynolds-Prandtl lecture starts from the viewpoint that for  
aircraft with suitable planform design "a close approximation to  yawed-wing flow 
can be achieved, so  that data on the performance of two-dimensional aerofoils a r e  
direct]i:y applicable." After a brief resume of the history of transonic tes t  tech- 
niques, data and theory before 1955, more recent data a r e  discussed. These data 
are primarily from N.P.L. wind-tunnel tests,  at high subsonic speeds, of sections 
of the NAGA 2-004 type and of sections with blunt trailing edges. The unresolved 
questions of the validity of such data, ra ised by many investigators (e.g., Spreiter, 
e t  an, AMR, 1958, Rev. 3147) a r e  not mentioned. The importance of section data 
for the design of sonic aircraft ,  in  view of the overriding importance of the a r e a  
rule, i s  questionable. 
(AMR, 1965, Rev. 5591) 
2,19 Ilmai, Isao: Transonic Flow Research in  Japan. IUTAM Symposium Transsonicum, 
Klaus Oswatitsch, ed., Springer-Verlag, c.1964, pp. 370-393. 
The purpose of this paper is to  review recent theoretical researches  on 
";-ansonic flows car r ied  out in Japan. Attention is paid only to papers  dealing 
with problems of basic nature, s o  that practical applications will not be menltioned 
here. 
In 2, studies of two-dimensional flows by use  of the hodograph method a r e  
surveyed. Various procedures of transonic approximation and the examples of 
xheir alpplication a r e  discussed. In 3, investigations of high subsonic two- 
dimensional flows employing physical coordinates a r e  mentioned, with special 
regard to the accuracy and convergence of various perturbation methods proposed 
f o r  treating high subsonic flows. In 4, approximation methods for  treating tran- 
sonic flows past  three-dimensional as well as two-dimensional bodies are pre-  
sented which a r e  capable of wider application than the more accurate methods 
mentioned in 2 and 3. In 5 a r e  given investigations on transonic flows in the 
presence of shock waves, Such as detached and attached bow waves as well as 
normal shock waves standing on the surface of aerofoils. Finally, in  6, brief 
mention is made of transonic problems in  magneto-fluid dynamics. 
2.20 Kiichemann, D. : Technical Evaluation Report on AGARD Specialists Weet ing on 
Transonic Aerodynamics. AGARD Adv. Rep. 17, Apr. 1969. (Available from 
DDG as AD 699 866.) 
. . . The purpose of this  report  was stated to  be as follows: to evaluate 
and to a s s e s s  the scientific outcome of this meeting (see ref. 3.2) m d  to  put the 
various papers  presented into perspective; to advise AGARD and those responsi- 
ble for  directing research  on the lessons to  be drawn from the proceedings and to  
make proposals for  follow-up actions. The report  should include a critical. 
assessment  of the work in  hand and of its balance and it should state where gaps 
i n  the work o r  duplication of effort can be seen - all this  with a view to practical 
applications. It should also point out l ines of work which deserve special 
support. . . . 
The report  is presented in  two parts:  the f i r s t  pa r t  attempts to  give a. con- 
cise  review of the material  presented at the meeting, and the second part ccan- 
tains specific conclusions and recommendations. 
Kiichemann, D. : Methods of Reducing the Transonic Drag of Swept-Back Wings at 
Zero Lift. J. Roy. Aeronaut. Soc., vol. 61, Jan. 1957, pp. 37-42. (Paper pre- 
sented at the Ninth International Congress of Applied Mechanics (Ufiv, of 
Brussels),  1956; Abstract in Proceedings, Vol. 11, 1957, p. 81.) 
This note gives a brief review of the physical argument behind the methods 
developed at the Royal Aircraft  Establishment fo r  reducing the normal-pressure 
drag of swept-back wings of moderate o r  large aspect rat io  in the transonic flight 
range. The potential benefits of sweep a r e  recalled; the causes fo r  drag fos:ees 
ar is ing a r e  discussed; and means of reducing the drag a r e  described, 
2.22 Lighthill, M. J.: Methods for  Predicting Phenomena in the High-Speed Flow of 
Gases. J. Aeronaut. Sci., vol. 16, no. 2, Feb. 1949, pp. 69-83. 
This  synopsis of compressible fluid dynamics was read  in  a shortened form 
before the Seventh International Congress of Applied Mechanics. It  treats 
successively, with full references,  the foundations of the subject, the boundary 
layer, isentropic flow, plane waves, and the differences between steady sub- and 
supersonic flow; the perturbation methods of solution, including the linearized 
theory sf supersonic flow in its many ramifications, a r e  described and compared 
with more exact work in  certain cases,  and the theory of c h r a c t e r i s t i c s  is out- 
lined, The memorandum ends with a full discussion of the uses  of the hodograph 
transf ormaeon. 
2,233 Lock, R, C.; and Bridgewater, J.: Theory of Aerodynamic Design for  Swept-Winged 
Aircraft  a t  Transonic and Supersonic Speeds. Vol. 8 of P rog res s  in Aeronautieal 
Sciences, D. Kiichemann, ed., Pergamon P res s ,  Inc., 1966, pp. 139-228. 
An account is given of a comprehensive method - o r  rather  the collection 
of methods - for. the design of swept wing fuselage combinations intended to 
cruise efficiently at transonic and supersonic speeds. The method is an  extension 
of that cwrent ly  used at high subsonic speeds, and a ims  to  establish on the wings 
a flow which is equivalent in a certain sense to that over a two-dimensional wing 
section in  subsonic flow just below its cr i t ical  (drag-rise) Mach number. This  
is done by designing the wings and fuselage together i n  such a way a s  to produce 
a certain target p re s su re  distribution on the wings, which is established from a 
knowledge of the Lwo-dimensional pressure  distribution around the basic section. 
The process  involves waisting the fuselage and possible modification of the wing 
thickness distribution, to deal with thickness effects; and wing warp and additional. 
(antisymmetrical) fuselage waisting, to deal with lifting effects. Details a r e  
given of the calculalions, most of which have been programed for  digital computers. 
2-24 Lock, R, C.: The Aerodynamic Design of Swept Winged Aircraft  at Transonic and 
Supersonic Speeds. J. Roy. Aeronaut. Soc., vol. 67, no. 630, June 1963, 
pp, 325-337. 
Author presents  with this published lecture (1963 meeting of the Royal 
Aeronautical Society) a well-balanced and convincing account of practical design 
concepts of swept wings. Considerations a r e  related to  lower supersonic Mach 
numbers up to  2.0. They follow a method which holds that it is of f i r s t  i q o r t a n c e  
to  design overall a i rcraf t  shape in  such a way as to avoid occurrence of undesir- 
able shock waves and generally to  ensure that flow is a physically sensible one for  
a real fluid. On this background of a concept developed by D. KGchemann and 
many other scientists in RAE, NPL and ARA, author shows in  separate  s tages the 
influences of wing planf orm, choice of design pressure  distribution, design of 
thickness and lift and last but not least the applicability of the same principles to 
low and high wing configurations. Wherever possible, comparisons with e:iperi - 
ments a r e  given. Report contains so  many ideas and details that reviewer recorn- 
mends reading it, the conspicuous characteristic of which is that it is f i rmly 
based on t h e  physics of flow. 
(AMR, 1964, Rev, 2513) 
2.25 Lock, R. C.; and Rogers, E. W. E. : Aerodynamic Design of Swept Wings and Bodies 
for  Transonic Speeds. Vol. 3 of Advances in  Aeronautical Sciences, Pergsrnoa 
P r e s s ,  Inc., 1961, pp. 253-275. 
Survey of current  methods fo r  reducing the wave drag of swept-wing air- 
craf t  in  the transonic speed range. This  involves the design of wings and +?sxseBiage 
i n  such a way that the chordwise pressure  distribution on the wings is eve rphe re  
the same as on an infinite yawed wing having the same angle of sweep, such that 
the equivalent two-dimensional flow, a t  the subsonic component of Mach number 
normal to  the leading edge, is below the drag r ise .  This  involves clhoiee of the 
wing planform and basic section, shaping the fuselage, and applying additional 
camber and twist to the wings near the root and tips. 
(IAA, A6 1 - 144) 
2.26 Murman, Ear l l  M.: Computational Methods for  Inviscid Transonic Flows With 
Imbedded Shock Waves. Dl-82-1053, Flight Sci. Lab., Boeing Sci. Res, Lab,, 
Feb. 1971. 
A discussion is given of the methods for  computing transonic flows with 
imbedded shock waves. Time dependent techniques, relaxation methods and 
al~proximate solutions a r e  considered with emphasis placed on the Batest develop- 
ments. More details a r e  given on the relaxation methods than other techniques, 
Computing times, accuracy, and proper treatment of shock waves a r e  stressed, 
2.27 NiSrstrud, Nelge: A Review .of Transonic Flow Theory. Paper  presented as a 
Seminar at the Univ. of Illinois, March 1971. (Submitted to ALAA J, for  
publication.) 
Since the appearance more than ten yea r s  ago of a review ar t ic le  on the 
areodynamics of wings and bodies a t  transonic speeds in  the forerunner to the 
AIAA Journal, a scat tered contribution of publications on the topic of transonic 
flow has  prevailed. This  lack of uniformness i n  advancing the f m a m e n t a i  undes- 
standing of the subject is undoubtedly a feature which has  evolved from a direct 
competition with the highly successful field of space sciences and applications, 
However, it is also a correct  indication of the subject's intricacy, The mavn pur- 
pose of the present  paper is t o  review the theory of steady, inviscid transonic 
flow with emphasis on i t s  advancement over the past decade. The applicability of 
the available theoretical methods is discussed in connection with the external 
a,erodynamic problem of flying objects at high subsonic speeds. 
2-28 Oswatitsch, K.: The Area Rule. Applied Mechanics Surveys, M. Norman Abramson, 
Harold Liebowitz, John M. Crowley, and Stephen Juhasz, eds., Spartan Books, 
~~1966, pp. 1013-1018. 
The practical significance of flow at transonic airspeeds has been increased 
during the past decade. With a mixture of subsonic and supersonic flow fields 
around flying bodies, very interesting but very  difficult problems a r e  posed for  
the theoretician as well as the experimenter. Even though transonic flow prob- 
lems contain intricate phenomena and complicated theories, some simplified anal- 
yses could gradually be found whose validity is very wide. All these simple 
tl~eories belong to bodies of low aspect ratio, i.e., to  those slender bodies which 
are important for  flight with sonic speed. According to  M. M. Mu&, the low 
speed c r o s s  flow is practically incompressible. With this idea, R. T. Jones f i r s t  
found simple forms of lift distribution on pointed low-aspect-ratio wings, and, 
lzter on, several  ru les  about the pressure  distributions and drag properties of 
nonlifting wings were obtained. The la ter  resul ts  a r e  generally known as the 
"'area rule," The present paper discusses these works in  the order  of their 
publication. 
2,29 Oswatitsch, K.: Similarity and Equivalence in  Compressible Flow. Vol. VI of 
Advances in Applied Mechanics, M. L. Dryden and Th. von ~ g r m g n ,  eds., Academic 
Press, line., 1960, pp. 153-271. 
Author is interested in  the mechanical similarity ru les  regardless  of the 
NIach number range to which the flow in  question belongs. The classical mechan- 
ical  similarity theory establishes the conditions under which experimental resu l t s  
a~bt$ained with small-scale model would promote a basis for  predicting the behavior 
01 full-size bodies. The author collected all the possible similarity ru les  valid i n  
the gas-.dynamics domain (viscosity neglected), including hypersonics and unsteady 
flows. 
In  P a r t  I after developing the fundamental equations governing the motion, 
the author explains and defines the rea lms  of gasdynamics: sub-, trans-,  super-, 
and hwersonic.  In the subsequent sections the following i tems  a r e  covered: 
approximations for  the speed; the direction of the velocity; the pressure  coefficient; 
the shock equations fo r  small  disturbances; boundary and initial conditions; simpli- 
fiea~ons of the boundary conditions for  thin profiles and wings; simplifications of 
the boundary conditions for  bodies of revolution; linearization of gas-dynamic 
equation; corresponding points; transformation of the velocity connponelats, In 
Part II the auLhor t r ea t s  the applications of the l inear theory; the following items 
a r e  discussed: the effect of compressibility fo r  bodies of r e v o l u ~ o n  at zero inei- 
dence; application of the Prandtl  rule;  l imits  of the domain of linearization; Mach 
number dependence of the aerodynamic forces  on a wing. Part 111 deals with 
higher approximations: Mgher approximations f o r  the gasdynamic rellations, the 
shock equation in  nonparametric representation; reduction of the differential 
equations. 
Part IV covers the transonic similarity: similarity laws for  proliles and 
wings in  transonic flow; transonic flow past  profiles and wings a t  nonzero in-i- 
dence; bodies of revolution in  transonic flow; transonic flow past  a circular  come, 
Part V discusses the hmersonic similarity: similarity laws in  h y p e r s o ~ c  flow; 
h ~ e r s o n i c  flow at nonzero incidence. Part VI r e f e r s  to  unstea@ flows: redneed 
frequency. Part VH, bodies of low aspect ratio: bodies of low aspect ratio at 
nonzero incidence; bodies of low aspect rat io  at zero incidence; Paw of eq~~isalenee;  
Mach number dependence of wings with low aspect ratio; a r e a  rule  and similarity,  
The paper contains a large number of diagrams and is based upon manv 
references from the past. h e  to the fact  that it covers  all the domains of gas- 
dynamics and cuts ac ros s  the b a r r i e r s  of parLicular ranges, it is a valuable addi- 
tion to  the l ibrary of a gasdynamist. 
(AMR, 1961, Re17, 298) 
2.30 Pearceg, H. H.; and Osborne, J.: Some Problems and Features  of Transonic 
Aerodynamics. ICAS Paper  No. 70-14, Sept. 1970. 
The repercussions of mixed, transonic flows a r e  now known to be legim, 
F o r  example, the shock waves that such flows often generate, and the associated 
drag and boundary-layer separations, have some part:  - 
in  limiting not only the cruise  performance of a wide variety of swept-wing air- 
craf t  but a lso their usable lift throughout their speed range, and hence their 
stalling speeds, manoeuvrability, etc; 
i n  limiting not only Bhe forward speed of helicopters and other rotor crafr but 
also their  manoeuvrability, performance in  hover, payload, and range; 
in  the flow not only through fans, compressors,  and turbines, but a lso on h e  
l ips  of subsonic engine nacelles f rom static conditions on the runway to  steady 
flight at cruise  speed. 
Many problems of practical importance thus a r i s e  fo r  which the aero6g- 
namies a r e  still not predictable mathematically. However, phenome~lological 
studies of the flow processes  involved have consistently led to evolutionary 
pssgress in  design as is shown by typical examples. Attention is also drawn to  
some ICY$ the flows that a r e  still not at all well understood in spite of their practical 
imporltance. 
2-31 Pearcey, H. B.: The Aerodynamic Design of Section Shapes f o r  Swept Wings. 
Vol, 3 of Advances in  Aeronautical Sciences, Pergamon P res s ,  Inc., 1961, 
pp, 277-322. 
Summary of recent r e sea rch  that has produced real is t ic  methods for  pre-  
dieting the behavior of shock waves and, therefore, the onset of wave drag and 
shock-induced separation. This  allows the basic design to  be generalized over a 
wide variety of equivalent thickness and lift coefficients which a r e  encountered as 
wing sweep is increased from zero to 70°, corresponding to  cruise  Mach numbers 
from around 0.7 to  2.0. The current  experimental research  is aimed at deriving 
improved performance from improved section design by exploiting favorably 
developed local supersonic flow which inhibits the buildup in shock strength that 
generates drag and separation, o r  by using a finite thickness at the trailing edge. 
(IAA, A6 1 - 14 3) 
2,32 P~oBlaek, N.: Two Dimensional Aerofoils at Transonic Speeds. Note ARL/A 314, 
Dep, Swply, Aust. Def. Sci. Ser., Apr. 1969. 
A broad background of transonic airfoil development and profitable l ines fo r  
further investigation a r e  presented. An intuitive ra ther  than a theoretical o r  
empirical approach based on a physical understanding of the transonic flows 
iavolared is examined briefly. Additional freedom in the selection of section 
shapes provided by using a tra'iling edge of finite thickness would permit  sections 
with higher crit ical Mach numbers and improved supercrit ical character is t ics  to 
be designed. However, before any decision on the practicality of blunt trailing 
edged airfoils can be made more  work on the reduction of two dimensional base 
drag is required. 
(STAR, N70 - 10 547) 
2-33 Sears, W, R.: Transonic Potential Flow of a Compressible Fluid. J. Appl. Phys., 
voli, 21, no. 8, Aug. 1950, pp. 771-778. 
Even under the assumptions of irrotational, isentropic flow, which have been 
Pound generally useful f o r  subsonic and supersonic cases, the equations of gas  flow 
are relatively intractable fo r  mixed, transonic situations. Approximate methods 
of solution used by a number of investigators a r e  reviewed briefly, as well as the 
!nodograph technique, which yields exact solutions of the equations for  plane flow. 
It is pointed out that all the methods predict smooth, potential mixed flows 
involving imbedded regions of supersonic speed and both acceleration and deceli- 
eration through the speed of sound. There is no experimental verification of the 
existence of such flows. 
Three possible explanations for  this sharp discrepancy between exper I merit 
and perfect-fluid theory have been advanced; namely, (a) effects of viscosiQ, 
(b) nonexistence of neighboring solutions, and (c) temporal instability, These are 
reviewed in turn, None has led to a complete explanation, to date, Kus's s~abil~iry 
c a l c u l a ~ o n s  a r e  described briefly. His resul ts  indicate that stable, smooth, mixed 
flows may exist if certain conditions a r e  satisfied. 
2.34 Sinnott, 6 .  S.; and Osborne, J. : Review and Extension of Transonic Aerof oil 'Theory, 
R. & M. No. 3156, Brit. A.R.C., 1961. 
P a r t  H is an introduction to an empirical and theoretical study of two- 
dimensional aerofoil flows which include a limited region of supersonic flora ter-  
minated by a shock wave. A brief review of theoretical studies of the problem i s  
followed by a detailed analysis of the flow pattern and associated pressure distri- 
bution. A scheme for the analysis of measured pressure distributions is thus 
derived, and this is used in P a r t  U[ of the present paper to construct a semi - 
empirical method for  the estimation of pressure &stributions. The implications 
of the results established by this analysis a r e  discussed in relation to the aevelsp- 
ment of transonic aerofoil flows. In P a r t  III the resul ts  of an integral seplu:ion cf 
the kansonic flow equation a r e  examined, and modified on the basis of the analysis 
of P a r t  II. 
2.35 Sinnott, C. S.: The Aerofoil Design Problem in Transonic Flow. Brit ,  
A.R.C.21,170, July 16, 1959. 
The problem of the design of aerofoil sections to give differed types of 
transonic pressure distributions is discussed in relation to available eornpres- 
sible flow theory. It is shown that although some aspects of transonic aersfoii 
flows can be treated theoretically, there is no sufficiently general method for the 
crucial problem of leading-edge supersonic flow development. Some suggestions 
for  future research on this aspect a r e  made. 
2.36 Spreiter, John R.; and Shhara ,  Stephen S.: Developments in  Transonic Flow 'Theory, 
Z. Flumiss . ,  Jahrg. 18, Heft 2/3, ~ e b . / ~ a r .  1970, pp. 33-40. 
Discussion of some recent developments in the application of transonic flow 
theory to two- and three-dimensional bodies. The theory of transonic flow eon- 
sidered s tems from the recognition that many transonic flow problems associated 
with efficient flight of streamline objects can be analyzed adequately within fhe 
framework of a small  disturbance theory of steady irrotational flow of an  inviscid 
perfect gas. The importance of the approximate method for  the solution of the 
transonic flow equation proposed by Oswatitsch (1950) is discussed and work 
regarding the further development and application of this  method is reviewed. 
(IAA, A70-28201) 
2-37 &reiter, John R.; Stahara, Stephen S.; and F'rey, William W.: Calculative Tech- 
niques for  Transonic Flows. Analytic Methods in  Aircraft  Aerodynamics, NASA 
SP-228, 1970, pp. 53-73. 
A summary of old and new ideas and resu l t s  is presented to show that a 
theory already exists that is capable of accounting for  many of the properties of 
transonic flows, that the fundamental equations, although nonlinear, a r e  amenable 
lo solution by a number of methods, and that the full potential fo r  developing cal- 
culative techniques f o r  three-dimensional flows has not been explored. Further  
progress  is definitely possible and some examples of new developments a r e  
provided, 
2-38 *reiter, John R.: Aerodynamics of Wings and Bodies at Transonic Speeds. J. 
Aelro/~paee Sci., vol. 26, no. 8, Aug. 1959, pp. 465-486, 517. 
A summary is presented of basic concepts and principal resu l t s  that have 
emerged from numerous experimental and theoretical investigations of transonic 
flow past thin wings and slender bodies. Emphasis is placed throughout on the 
correlation and evaluation of resul ts  provided by diverse methods for  the approx- 
imate solution of the nonlinear equations of the small  disturbance theory of t ran-  
sonic flow, and also on a crit ical examination of experimental results.  
2,39 Spreiter, John R.: Theoretical and Experimental Analysis of Transonic Flow Fields. 
NACA- University Conference on Aerodynamics, Construction, and Propulsion, 
Val, 11 - Aerodynamics, NACA, Oct. 1954, pp. 18-1 - 18-17. 
P rog res s  in  the theory of transonic flows has been slow compared with that 
for the subsonic and supersonic speed ranges. In  a sense, it can be said that the 
difficulties s tem from the fact  that subsonic and supersonic flows a r e  s o  diff - 
erent, . . . The distinctive features  of transonic flow a r e  the presence of both 
subsonic and supersonic velocities in  a single flow field and the occurrence of 
fiormal, as well as oblique, shock waves. . . . 
Linearized compressible flow theory is generally successful i n  dealing with 
many problems involving purely subsonic o r  purely supersonic flow, but it often 
fails in  the transonic range. Consequently, a different smal l  disturbance theory 
has emerged fo r  the study of transonic flow about thin wings and slender bodies. 
This theory, originating in  the work of Oswatitsch and Wieghardt, Busemann 
and Guderley, Von ~ g r m h n ,  and others, is now supplying a growing fund of knowl- 
edge regarding transonic flow about both two- and three-dimensional aerodynamic 
shapes. The basic equations of this  theory have been written in  Inany slightly 
different forms. . . . All transonic flow solutions to  be presented in the fol- 
lowing discussion have been converted s o  as to  be consistent with the present 
formulation of the theory. 
2.40 Teipel, I.: Ergebnisse der  Theorie Schallnaher Strijmungen (Results From the 
Theory of Transonic Flows). 8701. 5 of P rog res s  in Aeronautical Sciences, 
D. Kiichemann and L. H. G. Sterne, eds., Maemillan Co., 1964, pp. 104-142, 
The purpose of this ar t ic le  is to  give a summary of the lectures of the 
transonic symposium which was held in  September 1962 in  Aachen. A part caf the 
results,  reported by way of summary lectures,  were known and therefore eon- 
s idered again critically by authors from several  points of view. In the original 
contributions, new calculation methods for  different problems were given, Here 
all presentations will not be entered into separately. Fo r  special questions and 
exact studies, one is refer red  to  the conference proceedings (Symposium Trans- 
sonicum, see  Ref. 3.1) i n  which the complete lectures  will be published, 
2.41 Von K%rm%n, Theodore: Solved and Unsolved Problems of Nigh Speed Aerodynamics, 
Proceedings of the Conference on High-Speed Ae~onautics ,  Antonio Fe r r i ,  
Nicholas J. Hoff, and Paul  A. Libby, eds., Polytech. Inst. Brooklyn, e ,  1955, 
pp. 11-39. 
Paper  reviews, in brief nonmathematical fashion, the present  state of knowl- 
edge in  high-speed external aerodynamics. Among the wide range of topics dis- 
cussed a r e  the following: Methods of linearized theory fo r  subsonic and super - 
sonic flow; limitations of linearized theory; higher approximations fo r  subsonic 
and super sonic flow; transonic flow, including existence and uniqueness of shoe& - 
f r e e  mixed flow; hypersonic flow; boundary-layer problems, including intera~ction 
between shock wave and boundary layer in  both transonic and hypersonic flow; 
transition and turbulent boundary layers;  aerodynamic noise; aerodynamic heating, 
magnetohydrodynamics and superaerodynamics. Beyond this there is little a 
reviewer need add, since most people working in  these fields will, without any 
urging, want to see  f o r  themselves what the author has to  say. 
(AMR, 1957, Rev. 1151) 
2,42 Von ~ i r m & n ,  Theodore: Supersonic Aerodynamics - Principles and Applications. 
J, Aeronad. Sci., vol. 14, no. 7, July 1947, pp. 373-409. 
Tenth Wright Brothers Lecture, IAS. Two sections on Transonic Flow. 
2-43 Von K&rm&n, Th. : Compressibility Eff ects  in Aerodynamics. J. Aeronaut. Sci., 
~is l ,  8, no. 9, July 1941, pp. 337-356. 
A few decades ago the most enfiusiastic admirer  of mathematical analysis 
would not have expected -that practical engineers engaged in the design of aircraft  
would have so  much use for  the mathematical theory of fluid motion a s  is the case 
i n  modern aeronautical engineering. The various app l i ca~ons  of the ePleory a r e  
I>ased almost entirely on the hy&odynamies of incompressible perfect fluids, a 
disenplline that half a century ago was considered a s  an interesting field of pure 
science having very little to do with the motion which aebal ly  takes place in a 
real fluid. Reeelllly, interest has been centered on another branch of fluid rnech- 
a ~ i e s ,  namely, on the mechanics of compressible fluids, The aeronautical engi - 
neer is pounding hard on the closed door lea&ng into the field of supersonic 
ms3tion. He realizes that the price that has to be paid for further increase of 
speed becomes higher and higher if he nears  this froag8ier, However, he wonders 
snihet13er the mathematical theory could not be used a s  a guide for  avoi&ng a pre-  
mature drop of aerodynamic efficiency. The present paper has the objective of 
reviewing the present status of the theory of compressible fluids from the prac- 
tical standpoint of its usefulness for  interpretation of experimental research and 
gu~dannce in design. 
2,44 Wsottoz~, L, It.: The Effect of Compressibility on the Maximum Lift Coefficient of 
-4erofoils at  kbson ic  Airspeeds. J. Roy. Aeronaut. Soe., vol. 71, July 1967, 
pp, 476-486. 
Investigation of the effects of compressibility on airfoils during high- 
srabsonic-speed stall  and on low-speed stalls. Types of stall  in relation to the 
effective Reynolds number a r e  considered, and the effect of Reynolds number and 
Mach number on low-speed stall characteristics is examined. The variation in 
the m e i m u m  lift coefficient with Mach number in the Mgh-speed range is dis- 
cussed, a s  well a s  the effect of airfoil geometry. The influence of connpressibility 
on the maximum lift coefficient is found to be appreciable even a t  very low 
airspeeds. 
(IAA, A67-35521) 
PART IEI - CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 
There have been two recent conferences devoted exclusively to  transonic flow and 
aerodynamics: the IUTAM "Symposium Transsonicum" in Aachen, 1962 and the AGARD 
"Transonic Aerodynamics" Specialists' Meeting in  Paris, 1968. These sources have 
been referenced frequently in the l i terature and all of the papers  presented at these 
meetings a r e  l isted here. Note that the papers  which a r e  appropriate to the restricted 
topic of the present bibliography a r e  listed again and coded in P a r t  IV. 
The last entry in  this pa r t  (containing papers  presented at the AGARD "Facilities 
and T e c h i q u e s  for  Aerodynamic Testing a t  Transonic Speeds and High Reynolds N~~rnber" 
Special is tsWeeting in Mttingen, 1971) is included since it gives a number of very :recent 
accounts of transonic phenomena which a r e  not covered by the present  survey. 
3.1 Oswatitsch, Klaus, ed. : IUTAM Symposium Transsonicum. Springer -Verlag, 1964, 
Berndt, Sune B.: Theory of Wall Interference in  Transonic Wind-Tunnels, 
Destuynder, R.; and Chopin, S.: DGtermination exp6rimentale de coeff ieient~ 
aerodynamiques instationnaires aux fr6quences r6duites blev6es et cornparaison 
avec la th6ories (Experimental Determination of Unsteady Aerodynamic 
Coefficients at Righ Reduced Frequencies and Comparison With Theory). 
Fe r r a r i ,  Carlo: Correspondent Profi les  and Correspondence Law. 
Fiszdon, Wladyslaw: G o w n  Applications of Variational Methods to  Transonic 
Flow Calculations. 
Fraenkel, L. E.; and Watson, R. : The Formulation of an Uniform A p p r s x i ~ ~ a t i o n  
f o r  Thin Conical Wings With Sonic Leading Edges. 
Garabedian, P. R.: Transonic Flow Behind a Detached Shock Wave. 
Germain, P.: Problgmes mathbmatiques pos6s par  l'application de l a  rn&thode 
de l'hodographe 5 ll&tude des 6coulements transsoniques (Mathematical Problems 
Posed fo r  the Application of the Hodograph Method to the Study of Transonic 
Flows). 
Guderley, Gottfried: Anwendung der  Hodographenmethode in  der  Theorie 
schallnaher StrBmungen (Application of the Hodograph Method in the Theory of 
Transonic Flows). 
Hall, I. M.; and Sutton, E. P.: Transonic Flow in  Ducts and Nozzles; a Survey, 
Holt, Maurice: The Design of Plane and Axisymmetric Nozzles by the Method of 
Integral Relations. 
Hosokawa, Iwao: A Simplified Analysis for  Transonic Flows Around Thin Bodies, 
Imai, Isao: Transonic Flow Research in  Japan. 
Kiichemann, D.: On Some Threedimensional Flow Phenomena of the Transonic 
Type. 
k$itone, E. V.: Local Supersonic Region on a Body Moving at Subsonic Speeds. 
ILanohhl, Marten T.: Linearized Theory for  Unsteady Transonic Flow. 
ILoek, R, C.: Some Experiments on the Design of Swept Wing Body Combinations 
at Transonic Speeds. 
hlackie, A. 6.: The Application of the Hodograph Method to the Flow Past Fixed 
Bodies. 
Maeder, Paul  F.: The Linear Approximation to  the Transonic Small Bs turbance  
E q a a ~ o n ,  
Bswatitsch, Klaus: Quellen in  schallnaher Strbmung (Sources i n  Transonic Flow). 
(translated, R S C  - 921, 1969, Redstone Arsenal, Mabama). 
Peareeg, H. H.: Some Aspects of the Physical Nature of Transonic Flows Past 
Aerof oils and Wings. 
Reyn, J. W.: Some Remarks on the Structure of Compressible Potential Flow in 
Connection With the Hodograph Transformation for  Plane Flow. 
Romberg, C,: Die Strbmung im  blockierten Kreiskanal (Flow in  a Choked C i r c d a r  
Channel) . 
Roitta., J, C .: Druckverteilulhg an  symmetrischen FlGgelprofilen bei transsonischer 
StrBmrraung (Pressure  Distribution on Symmetric Wing Profiles in Transonic 
F lo~ii7) ,
R~es, D,: GabelstBsse in  schallnaher S t r6muw (Triple Shock in Transonic Flow). 
~~!%iEka ,  M,; and g p a ~ e k ,  L.: &er ein gewisses System von Lbsungen der  
Tria:omischen Gleichung (On a Certain System of SoluLions of the Trieomi 
Equation). 
Sandeman, R. 3.: On the Application of "Local-Linearization1' Methods to Choked 
Wind Tunnel Flow Problems. 
Seebass, R. : M k e d  Flows in Magnetogasdynamics. 
Spreiter, John R.: The Local Linearization Method in  Transonic, Flow Theory. 
Stark, Valtes J. E.: bp l i ea t ion  a t  M = 1 of a Method for  Solving the Subsonic 
Problem of the O s c i l l a ~ n g  Finite Wing With the Aid of Wigh-Speed Digital 
@ omputers. 
Tarnada, Ko: Two-nmensional Transonic Flow of a Perfectly Conducting Gas 
With Aligned Magnetic Field. 
Tagler, A. B.: T r a n s o ~ c  Flow Bast an  Aerofoil With Shock Waves. 
T'eipel, Ingolf: B e  StrBmung urn schwingende Profile bei de r  Anstrbm-Mach- 
Zahl 1 (The Flow About a n  Oscillating Profi le  at F r e e  Stream Mach Number 
of 1). 
Thornmen, Hans U.: On an Improvement to the Linearized Transonic Theory. 
Timman, R.: Unsteady Motion in  Transonic Flow. 
Tricomi, Francesco 6.: Transsonische StriSmmgen und Gleichungen des zweiten 
gemischten Typus (Transonic Flows and Equations of the Second Mixed Type). 
Zierep, J. : Die Integralgleichungsmethode zur  Berechnung schallnaher 
StriSmungen (The Integral Equation Method for  Calculation of Transonic Flows). 
3.2 Anon.: Transonic Aerodynamics. AGARD C P  No. 35, Sept. 1968. (Discussions 
included in  Supplement to  Conference Proceedings No. 35, AGARD, Sept, 19 68,) 
Bagley, J. A.: Wind Tunnel Experiments on the Interference Between a Jet and a 
Wing at Subsonic Speeds. 
Bevierre, P.: Digital Determination of Sub-critical Wing Profiles by the Hodo- 
graph Method (in French). 
Blackwell, J a m e s  A., Jr.: Effect of Reynolds Number and Boundary-Layer 
Transition Location on Shock-Induced Separation. 
Bridgewater, J.; Nan, S. 0. T. H.; and Kramer, N.: The Aerodynamic Design and 
Testing of a Lifting Swept Wing-Body Configuration With Shock Free Wing Flow 
at NI = 1.20. 
Cahn, M. S.; Wasson, N. R.; and Garcia, J. R.: Supercritical Transonic Airfoil 
Design F rom Prescr ibed  Velocity Distribution. 
ca r r ig re ,  P ie r re ;  and Capelier, Claude: Application of the Method of Unsteady 
Characteristics to the Numerical Computation of a Steady Compressible Flow 
(in French). 
De Paul, M. Vincent: Experimental Research on Supercritical Wing Prof i les  
(in French). 
Freestone, M. M.: An Approach to the Design of the Thickness D s t r i b u t i o ~ ~  Near 
the Center of an Isolated Swept Wing at Subsonic Speed. 
Haines, A. B.: Fac tors  affecting the Choice of a Three-Dimensional Swept Wing 
Design for  High Subsonic Speeds. 
Labrujere, Th. E.; Loeve, W.; and Slooff, J. W.: An Approximate Method for the 
Determination of the P r e s s u r e  Distribution on Wings in the Lower Criticall 
Speed Range. 
Leynaert, J.; and Meauze, G.: Some Problems of Transonic Flow for  Engine 
Nacelles of Airbus Type Aircraft  (in French). 
Lock, R. C.; Powell, B. J.; Sells, C. C. L.; and Wilby, P. G.: The Pre&ctnox of 
Aerofoil P r e s s u r e  Distributions for  Sub-Critical Viscous Flows. 
Mac Kenzie, D.; and Moretti, 6.: Time Dependent Calculation of the Gsmpress~ble 
Flow About Airfoils. 
Magnus, R.; Gallaher, W.; and Yoshihara, IF.: Inviscid Supercritieal Airfoil 
Theory. 
Meier, G.; and Hiller, W.: An Experimental Investigation of U n s t e d y  Transodc 
Flow by High-Speed Interferometric Photography. 
fqieuwland, 6, Y.; and Spee, B. Me: Transonic Shock-Free Flow, Fac t  o r  Fiction? 
O s ~ ~ a t i t s c h ,  K.: New Results on Steady, Two-Dimensional Transonic Flow. 
Pearcey, H. H.; Osborne, J.; and Haines, A. B.: The Interaction Between Local 
Effects a t  the Shock and Rear  Separation. 
Rigaut, F, : Analog Determinaition of Wing Profi les  in  Transonic Flow (in French; 
Translated, B-855, Office of International Operations, Boeing Co., Seattle, 
January 1969). 
Gchneider, W.: Experimental Investigaition of Wing-Body Interferences in the 
Mach Number Range From 0.5 to 2.0. 
schel, Martin: Theory of Viscous Transonic Flow - A Survey. 
Singleton, Robert E.: Lax-Wendroff Difference Scheme Applied to the Transonic 
Airfoil Problem. 
Stewartson, K.; and Treadgold, D. A.: Wing-Body Interference at Supersonic 
Speeds, 
Thompson, N.; and Wilby, P. 6.: Leading-Edge Supersonic Velocity Peaks and 
the Determination of the Velocity Distribution on an Aerofoil in  a Sonic Stream. 
3,s Anon,: Facilities and Techniques for  Aerodynamic Testing a t  Transonic Speeds and 
High Reynolds Number. AGARD Conf. Pre-Pr in t  No. 83, Apr. 1971. 
MEETING THEME 
For  transonic flow around bodies and aerofoils, successful theories a r e  
t~zanspieuous by their absence, and prediction of a i rc raf t  performance is cor re-  
spondingly difficult. 
Wind Lunnel t e s t s  a r e  thus of exceptional importance but transonic tunnels 
-1 3 the NATO nations a r e  not able to provide Reynolds numbers of up t o  as 
egcountered by modern and projected aerospace systems. This  situation has 
attracted a substantial par t  of the Fluid Dynamics Panel's attention since their 
1968 Qeeial is ts '  Meeting on Transonic Aerodynamics. 
The Meeting at Gbtitingen is primarily aimed at clarification of what facili t ies 
should be specified and what techniques developed for  use in  the near future. 
SESSIONS 
1. Fluid-Motion Problems of Flight Simulation 
11, Comparison Between the Results of Laboratory and Flight Tes t s  
la* Review of Existing Facilities: Limitations and Possible Improvements in 
Testing Techniques 
TV, New Facili t ies for  Testing Modern Aircraft: Requirements and Concepts 
PART IV - TECNNICAL PAPERS AND REPORTS 
An attempt has been made to code all of the English language entr ies  l isted in this 
par t  to  indicate what problem was discussed o r  solved and the method which was used, 
English abstracts  (from various sources, s e e  Introduction) a r e  given for most of the 
foreign language entr ies  f o r  which a complete translation has.not been found. The alpha- 
betic code appears  in  the three columns a t  the right-hand side of the PART liV list and 
the code le t te rs  used a r e  identified in tables I, II, and ID, respectively. Table I gives 
the problem o r  problems considered. Table II attempts to give the mathematical eqGa- 
tion used and certain restrictions on the problem, equation, o r  method of solution, when 
such a r e  obviously stated in the paper. Table IlilE gives the m e ~ o d  used to solve the 
equation o r  the mathematical technique used in the analysis. A few comments on each 
table a r e  in order.  
In table I, most of the entr ies  allow one to easily locate the papers  dealing with 
problems relating to a c lass  of lifting o r  nonlifting aerodynamic shapes, It is anticipated 
that as the techniques for  solving transonic flow problems improve, some of the n ~ o r e  
difficult problems will be tackled. The many papers  dealing with the "Transonic 
Controversy9' (the existence, stability, o r  extent of shockless transonic flow) are generally 
categorized with M o r  E from table I. 
In table 11, the type of equation which was used, analyzed, o r  solved to approximate 
the physical problem is indicated. Some examples of explicit equations for  the entries A 
to G of table D a r e  written in  the appendix. Under the le t te rs  D and E, hodograph {or 
related) plane, a r e  included the equations that resul t  f rom a number of transfor~mations 
found in the l i terature which a r e  more  closely related to the velocity plane than to the 
physical plane. 
In table IIP, a n  ateempt was made to be rather  specific about the method used to  
solve a problem o r  the m a t h e m a ~ c a l  technique used in  the analysis (for exampler $3, S, 
11" or X). Most of the entr ies  idkntified in table ID need no further explanation since one 
can find a paper i n  the list (coded with the proper le t ter  f rom table III and M from table I) 
which gives the essence of the method, even though it may not be for  a transonic problem, 
F o r  example, entry 4.457 (Oswatitsch and Keune) coded BM/CO/Q develops the parabolic 
method. Several entr ies  i n  table III a r e  not so  specific: 
Entry D, Hodograph Techniques, includes many means for  solving o r  inves- 
tigating the resulting linearized equations; for  example, separation of .variabl~es, 
transforms, characteristics,  graphical and complex analysis. 
Entry H, Asymptotic Analysis, is taken to include any investigation or expan- 
sion about a region where a variable o r  parameter  is smal l  o r  large. It therefore 
ilacludes matched asymptotic expansions, investigation of local properties and 
s fnplar i t ies ,  and some se r i e s  expansions in  the physical plane. 
Egltry X, Similarity Analysis, includes the techniques used to obtain the 
"self -similar,' ' "invariant," and "homogeneous" solutions as well as the s imi-  
lari%y rules.  
TABLE I.- ALPHABETIC ANNOTATION CODE USED IN 
PART IV FOR PROBLEM CONSIDERED 
P a r t  IV 
code Problem considered 
Aerodynamic shape, nonlifting, two-dimensional 
Aerodynamic shape, nonlifting, axisymmetric 
Aerodynamic shape, nonlifting, f inite-wing 
Aerodynamic shape, nonlif ting, wing -body 
Aerodynamic shape, lifting, two-dimensional 
Aerodynamic shape, lifting, axisymmetric 
Aerodynamic shape, lifting, finite -wing 
Aerodynamic shape, lifting, wing-body 
Aerodynamic shape, three-dimensional 
General aerodynamic and/or physical considerations 
Mathematical, theoretical considerations 
Mathematical, method, f i r s t  application, development 
o r  summary of 
Mathematical, tables 
TABLE 11.- ALPHABETIC ANNOTATION CODE USED IN PART IT 
FOR TYPE OF EQUATION USED OR RESTRICTIONS* 
Physical plane, small disturbance, nonlinear 
Physical plane, small disturbance, linear 
Nodograph (or related) plane, full equations 
Nodograph (or related) plane, Tricomi equation 
Viscous - Transonic 
with A to G above 
No embedded shock waves 
Z Not applicable 
* See appendix for  some examples of explicit equations for  
the entries. A to G. 
TABLE DI. - ALPHABETIC ANNOTATION CODE USED IN 
BART IV FOR METEllOD OR TECHNIQUE USED 
Finite difference, t ime -asymptotic 
Finite difference, relaxation 
Finite difference, character is t ics  
Hodograph techniques 
Complex characteristics 
Method of integral relations 
Asymptotic analysis 
Integral equation 
Integral operator 
Local linearization 
Paramet r ic  differentiation 
Nonlinear correction 
VVKB 
Compressibility correction 
Finite element 
Parabolic 
Conformal mapping 
Real analysis 
Complex analysis 
Empirical 
Green's function 
Acoustic techniques 
Similarity analysis 
Fundamental phy sical/f luid mechanical considerations 
Not applicable 
Variational method 
Slender body/wing theory 
Lifting surface theory 
Analog 
ANNOTATION CODE (pp. 29-32), SEE TABLE: 
4.1 Acharya, Y. V. 6 . ;  Krishnamurthy, K.; and Irani, P. A.: Note on Higher 
Order  Approximations in  Transonic Flows. Proceedings of the Seminar 
on Aeronautical Sciences, Nat. Aeronaut. Lab. (Bangalore, India), 
Nov.-Dee. 1961, pp. 196-208. 
4.2 Adams, Mac C.; and Sears,  W. R.: Slender-Body Theory - Review and 
Extension. J. Aeronaut. Sci., vol. 20, no. 2, Feb. 1953, pp. 85-98. 
4.3 Adamson, Thomas C., Jr.: Transonic Rotational Flow Around a Convex 
Corner.  AROD 8097.2-E, U.S. Army, 1970. (Available from DDC 
as AD 715 739.) 
4.4 Agmon, S.; Nirenberg, L.; and Prot ter ,  M. H.: A Maximum Principle f a r  a 
Class  of Hyperbolic Equations and Applications to  Equations of Mixed 
Elliptic-Hyperbolic Type. Commun. P u r e  Appl. Math., vol. VI, no, 4, 
NOV. 1953, pp. 455-470. 
4.5 Alksne, Alberta Y. ; and Spreiter, John R. : Theoretical P re s su re  Distribu- 
tions on Wings of Finite Span a t  Zero Incidence for  Mach Numbers 
Near 1. NASA TR R-88, 1961. 
4.6 Anderson, Alfred B. C.: Comparison of Calculated Values of Velocity and 
P r e s s u r e  Coefficient on Pointed Forebodies of Revolution at Mach 1, 
NA-67-452, Los Angeles Div., North Amer. Aviat., Inc., May 25, 1967, 
4.7 Anderson, Alfred B, C .: Differential Equation for  Transonic Velocity 
Potential About a Body of Revolution. NA-67-197, Los Angeles Diva:, 
North Amer. Aviat., Inc., Apr. 11, 1967. 
4.8 Anderson, Alfred B. C.: Derivation of Equations for  the Transonic Velocity 
Distribution About a Slender, Pointed, Forebody of Revolution. 
NA-67-192, Los Angeles Div., North Amer. Aviat., Inc., Jan. 19, 1967, 
4.9 Anderson, Alfred B. C .: Transonic Velocity Potential (6reenq s F o r m d a )  
for  the Flow About a Forebody of Revolution. NA-67-55, Los Angeles 
Div., North Amer. Aviat., Inc., Jan. 16, 1967. 
4.10 Anderson, Alfred B. C .: P r e s s u r e  and Drag Coefficient at Mach Number 1 
of a Slender, Pointed, Forebody of Revolution. NA-66-863, Los Angeles 
Div., North Amer. Aviat., Inc., Oct. 10, 1966. 
ANNOTATION CODE (pp. 29-32), SEE TABLE: I I3 BII 
4-11 Andrew, L. V.; and Stenton, T. E.: Unsteady Aerodynamics for  Advanced 
Config~arations. Pt. VLI - Velocity Potentials in Non-Uniform Transonic 
Flow Over a Thin Wing. FDL-TDR-64-152, Pt.  VII, U.S. Air Force, 
Aug. 1968. (Available from DDC as AD 675 583.) 
4-12 Andrews, R. D.: Calculations of the Lift of Slender, Rectangular- 
Fuselage-Bigh-Wing Combinations. Tech. Rep. 68300, Brit. R.A.E., 
Dec. 4968. 
4-13 Anon, : A Method for  Estimating the P res su re  Distribution Between the 
Cres t  and the Trailing Edge on the Surface of an Aerofoil Section in  a 
Sonic Stream. T.D.Memo.6511, Roy. Aeronaut. Soe., Dec. 1965. 
4.14 Aogama, Minya: Analysis of Transonic Flow Field Around Bodies of 
Revolution. Ph. D. Diss., Univ. of Tennessee, June 1971. 
4.15 Aoyama, Kinya; and Wu, Jain-Nling: On Transonic Flow Field Around 
Tangent Ogive Bodies. AIAA Paper  No. 70-189, Jan. 1970. 
4-16 Armstrong, A. H.; Bolt, M.; and Thornhill, C. K.: Transonic Flow Past a 
Wedge With Detached Shock Wave. J. Aeronaut. Sci., vol. 19, no. 10, 
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4.109 Cole, J. D.: Acceleration of Slender Bodies of Revolution Through Sonic 
Velocity. OSR-TN-54-55 (Contract AF-18(600) -383), Guggenheim 
Aeronaut. Lab., California Inst. Technol., Jan. 1954. 
4.110 Cole, Julian D.: Note on the Fundamental Solution of wy,, + yww = (3, 
Z. Angew. Math. Phys., vol. III, Fase. 4, July 15, 1952, pp. 286-297., 
4.111 Cole, Julian D. : Drag of a Finite Wedge at High Subsonic Speeds. J. 
Math. Phys., vol. , no. 2, July 1951, pp. 79-93. 
4.112 Costello, George R. : Method of Designing Airfoils With Prescr ibed 
Velocity Distributions in Compressible Potential Flows. NACA 
TN 1913, 1949. 
4.113 Craggs, J. W.: The Breakdown of the Hodograph Transformation for  
Irrotational Compressible Fluid Flow in  Two Dimensions. Proc,  
Cambridge Phil. Soe., vol. 44, pt. 3, July 1948, pp. 360-379. 
4.114 Crigler,  John L.: A Method for  Calculating Aerodynamic Loadings on 
Thin Wings a t  a Mach Number of 1. NASA TN D-96, 1959. 
4.115 Grigler, John L.: Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Load 
Distributions on Thin Wings a t  High Subsonic and Sonic Speeds. NACA 
TN 3941, 1957. 
4.116 Crown, J. C.: A New Approach to the Calculation of Transonic Flows. 
SIAM J. Appl. Math., vol. 20, no. 4, June 1971, pp. 677-697. (Also 
available a s  Ref. No. 71 -9 118, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft  Div., United 
Aircraft  Corp., Apr. 17, 1969.) 
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4.117 [ ~ r o w n ,  J. c 3 : Users  Manual for  the External Drag and Internal Nozzle 
Performance Deck (Deck XI) - Transonic/External Flow Analysis 
B14pplicable to Deck V). PWA-3465, Suppl. F, Pt. 11 (USAF Contract 
No, AF33(615)-3128), Brat t  & VEThitney Aircraft, Sept. 1, 1968. 
4,118 Crown, J, C.: Calculation of Transonic Flow Over Thick Airfoils by 
Integral Methods. AIAA J., vol. 6, no. 3, Mar. 1968, pp. 413-423. 
4,119 Dat, R.: Bibliography of Documents Containing Numerical Data on 
Planar Lifting Surfaces. (See ref. 2.9.) 
4,120 De Paul, Vincent: Research on Low -Drag Transonic Profiles.  NASA 
TT F-12,171 (Revised), 1969. (Translation of paper presented a t  the 
4th Meeting of Applied Dynamics, Lille, France, Nov. 1967.) 
4,121 Eaz ,  J, B.; and Ludford, G. S. S.: A Transonic Approximation. P r o -  
ceedings of the Second U.S. National Congress of Applied Mechanics, 
Amen., Soe, Meeh. Eng., c.1955, pp. 651-658. 
4,122 Diesperov, V. N.; and Ryzhov, 0. S.: 0 Telakh Vrashcheniia v Zvukovom 
Poto&;e Idealkogo Gaza (Bodies of Revolution in a Sonic Flow of an  Ideal 
Gas). Zh. Vych. Mat. Mat. Fiz., t. 9. no. 1, Jan.-Feb. 1969, 
pp, 164-176. 
Discussion of the problem of determining the axisymmetric t ran-  
sonic flow pattern a t  large distances from a body of revolution at which 
the motion of the (ideal) gas  is assumed to be isentropic. In reality, the 
gas is intersected by a shock wave; however, its intensity is small, and 
the changes in the entropy produced by it a r e  small  compared to the 
parameters  which a r e  considered in  this  approximation. The flow is 
irrotational, since it is uniform due to its origin at infinity. Under 
these assumptions, the system of Euler equations can be reduced to a 
single partial  differential equation for the velocity potential. A solu- 
tion is obtained which yields the velocity field of the source and makes 
it possible to  determine the influence of the resisting force on the body. 
Lt is shown that, contrary to  the resul ts  of Guderley (1960) and Euvrard 
(1965), substitution of a dipole fo r  the body of revolution does not lead 
to  a zero  resistance, but that the source and the dipole have the same 
perturbing effect on the uniform sonic flow in front of the shock front. 
(IAA, A69-23364) 
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4.123 Diesperov, V. N.; and Ryzhov, O. S.: On the Three-Dimensional Sonic /A 1 N / 
Flow of an  Ideal Gas Past a Body. J. Appl. Math. Mech., vol. 32, no, 2, 
1968, pp. 276-281. (Translated from Prikl.  Mat. Mekhan. (Moscow),) 
4.124 Diesperov, V. N.; and Ryzhov, O. S.: The Second Approximation in  the 
Asymptotic Theory of Sonic Flow of a Real Gas Past Bodies of 
Revolution. J. Appl. Math. Mech., vol. 31, no. 5, 1967, pp. 793-802. 
(Translated f rom Prikl. Mat. Mekhan (Moscow).) 
4.125 Dorodnicyn, A. A.: A Contribution to  the Solution of Mixed Problems of 
Transonic Aerodynamics. Vol. 2 of Advances in  Aeronautical Sciences, 
Pergamon P res s ,  1959, pp. 832-844. 
4.126 Dupee, Norman English, III: A Stu&y of Axisymmetric Transonic Flow 
Using the Method of Paramet r ic  Differentiation. Eng. Aeronaut. 
Astronaut. M.S. Thesis, Massachusetts Inst. Tech., Aug. 1965. 
(Available from DDC as AD 624 683.) 
4.127 Eckhaus, W.: A Method f o r  the Asymptotic Expansion of the Integral 
Equation of a Lifting Surface at Near-Sonic Speeds. NLL-TN F.200, 
Nat. Aeronaut. Res. Inst. (Amsterdam), 1957. 
4.128 Emmons, Howard W.: Flow of a Compressible Fluid Past a Symmetrical 
Airfoil in  a Wind Tunnel and in  F r e e  Air. NACA TN 1746, 1948. 
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vol. 12, no. 2, Apr. 1945, pp. 188-194, 216. 
4.130 Emmons, Howard W.: The Numerical Solution of Compressible Fluid 
Flow Problems. NACA TN 932, 1944. 
4.131 Emmons, Howard W.: The Numerical Solution of Partial Differential 
Equations. Quart. Appl. Math., vol. II, no. 3, Oct. 1944, pp. 173-195. 
4.132 Epstein, Melvin: The Aerodynamic Coefficients of Thin Lifting Airfoils 
at High Subsonic Speeds. W A K  TN WCRR-53-8, U.S. Air Force, 
Mar. 1953. 
4.133 Euvrard, D.: Contribution to  the Study of Sonic Flows Past an  Obstacle, 
NASA TT F- 13,472, 197 1. (Translated from Fluid Dynamics Trans-  
actions, Vol. 4, W. Fiszdon, P. Kucharezyk, and W. J. Prosnak, eds,, 
PWN - Polish Sci. Publ. (Warsaw), 1969, pp. 369-377. 
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4,134 Euvrard, Daniel: ktude Asymptotique de l'kcoulement 5 Grande Distance 
dBun Obstacle s e  DGplaeant 5 la Vitesse du Son. P remig re  Part ie :  
kcoulement Plan, en Amont des  Ondes de Choe (Asymptotic Study of the 
Flow ,a Large Distance F r o m  an Obstacle Moving at the Speed of Sound. 
First Part: Plane Flow, i n  Front of the Shock Waves). J. Mecan., 
vol, 6, no. 4, Dee. 1967, pp. 547-592. (Available fo r  internal use  to 
NASA personnel as NASA T T  F-13,315, 1970.) 
A wing airfoil at a f ree-s t ream Mach number of one is considered 
irleglecting all dissipative effects. The perturbations due to this body in 
front of the shock waves a r e  calculated. An asymptotic expansion for  
the velocity potential is obtained. The f i r s t  t e rm is the well-known 
self-similar solution. All the coefficients of this  expansion can be 
determined by the shape and dimensions of the airfoil. Four  new t e r m s  
are csbhined in closed form. The f i r s t  new coefficient is discussed, 
and the equations of the characteristic l ines a r e  written down. The 
whole study has been developed in the physical plane. A new expansion 
of the Legendre potential i n  the hodograph plane is car r ied  out 
according to a recent method of K. 6. Guderley and M. C. Breiter.  
Both methods a r e  in complete agreement. 
4,135 Euvrard, Daniel: 6tude Asymptotique de ll&coulement 2 Grande Distance 
dPun Obstacle s e  DGplacant 2 l a  Vitesse du Son. Deuxi6me Part ie :  
i c o u l e m e n ~  Plan, en Aval des  Ondes de Choc (Asymptotic Study of Flow 
at a Large Distance From ,a Body Moving a t  the Speed of Sound. Part 
Two: Plane Flow Behind the Shock Waves). J. Mecan., vol. 7, no. 1, 
Mar. 1968, pp. 97-139. (Available fo r  internal use to  NASA personnel 
as NASA TT F-13,316, 1970.) 
We consider the asymptotie behavior of a sonic inviscid fluid 
flow past a two-dimensional airfoil (at infinity). The gas is assumed to 
tse perfect, with constant specific heats. In a former  paper it was 
shown that the velocity potential ahead of shock waves could be uni- 
formly expanded in a decreasing power s e r i e s  of the distance f rom the 
airfoil. 
In the present paper we a r e  interested in the flow behind shock 
vsaves, F o r  large values of the la teral  coordinate y, an outer expan- 
sion is found and the leading t e r m s  a r e  shown to be irrotational; some 
of them a r e  related to  the airfoil  drag and lift in the wake, i.e., f o r  
fixed y, an inner expansion is introduced and the f i r s t  t e rm itself has  
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non-zero vorticity. The DNo expansions a r e  matched according to the 
usual Kaplun-Lagerstrom method. 
Similar resul ts  were obtained by J. Hubert for  a semi-infinite 
body. The three-dimensional case  is being investigated by 
G. Tournemine. 
4.136 Euvrard, Daniel: 6tude Asymptotique de l'6coulement $ Grande Distance 
d'un Obstacle s e  D6placanL 5 la Vitesse du Son. Troisigme Part ie :  
l?coulement Tridimensionnel, en Amont des  Ondes de Choc (Asymptotic 
Study of the Flow at a Great  Distance F rom an Obstacle Moving a t  the 
Speed of Sound. P a r t  3: Three-Dimensional Flow in Front of the 
Shock Waves). J. Mecan., vol. 7, no. 3, Sept. 1968, pp. 281-307. 
(Available fo r  internal use to NASA personnel as NASA TT F- 13,317, 
1970.) 
Considering a three-dimensional body with free-stream Mach 
number one, and neglecting all dissipative effects, we investigate how 
the perturbations due to this  body decrease at infinity in front of the 
shock wave. We obtain asymptotic expansion for  the perturbation 
velocity potential. The f i r s t  t e rm i s  Guderley's axisymmetric self-  
s imilar  solution, represented in a parametr ic  closed form by E. A. 
Miiller and K. Matschat, S. V. Fal'kovieh and I. A. Chernov, and 
D. Randall. Twelve new t e r m s  a r e  obtained in  closed form, most of 
them actually involving the three space coordinates. Of course, the 
unknown coefficients of the expansion a r e  related to  the shape and 
dimensions of the body. The corresponding expansions for  the special 
l ines and surfaces a r e  given. This whole study has  been performed in 
the physical plane, and the resul ts  obtained a r e  shown t o  be in  complete 
agreement with those recently found by K. G. Guderley and M, C. 
Brei ter  i n  the hodograph plane in  the case of axisymmetric flow. 
4.137 Euvrard, Daniel: Interpr 6tation de la R6sistance Atirodynamique 
d'un Prof i l  d'Aile Transsonique 5 1'Aide de llf coulement 
Asymptotique 5 Grande Distance, en Aval des  Choes (Interpretation of 
the Aerodynamic Resistance of a Transonic Wing Profile With the Help 
of the Asymptotic Flow at a Long Distance Downstream of the Shocks), 
Compt. Rend. Acad. Sci., Ser. A, t. 262, no. 7, Feb. 14, 1966, 
pp. 405-408. 
Study of the potential of velocities downstream of shocks, far from 
the wing profile, by f i r s t  resolving an  exact value problem. New t e rms  
I 1611 III 
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appear wMch do not have a n  equivalent upstream of the shocks. One of 
them is very simply related to the drag of the wing profile; another is 
related to the lift. The resul ts  a r e  seen to confirm a more general 
theory of Hayes. (For details s e e  Euvrard, refs.  4.135 and 4.136.) 
(IAA, A66-25456) 
4,138 Euvrard, Daniel: Gcoulement Asymptotique & Grande Distance dlun 
Obstacle Transsonique Tridimensionnel (Asymptotic Flow a t  a Great 
-Distance From a Three-Dimensional Transonic Obstacle). Compt. 
Rend. Aead. Sci., Ser.A, t. 262, no.4, Jan. 24, 1966,pp. 251-254. 
Solution of the problem of an  obstacle with any given shape 
immersed in  a uniform flow assuming that the gas  is perfect, that its 
specific heats a r e  constant, and that its flow shows no dissipative 
effects, After immersion of the obstacle in a sonic flow, the velocity 
potential is increased at a sufficient distance from the body. The f i r s t  
13 berms of the expression for  the conditions upstream from the shock 
are made explicit. (For details s ee  Euvrard, refs.  4.134, 4.135, 
and 4,136.) 
(IAA, A66-25431) 
4.139 Euvrard, Daniel: Gcoulement Transsonique Grande Distance d'un 
Corps de ~Gvolut ion (Transonic Flow at a Great Distance F r o m  a Body 
of Revolution). Compt. Rend. Acad. Sci., t. 260, no. 22, May 31, 1965, 
2p. 5691-5694. 
Demonstration that the magnitude of velocities at grea t  distances 
Lrom an object may be represented by an asymptotic development in the 
case of a body of revolution which is immersed  in  a uniform and sonic 
flow, The f i r s t  t e rm of this expression is the "homogeneous solution" 
introduced by Guderley, and subsequently parametrically developed by 
Falkovich and Chernov and by Miiller and Matschat. The expression for 
the f ollaswing four t e r m s  is mathematically defined, and expressions a r e  
given for the sonic surface and the surface of limiting characteristics.  
"or details s e e  Euvrard, re fs .  4.3134, 4.135, and 4.136.) 
(IAA, A65-27080) 
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4.140 Euvrard, D d e l :  Nouveaux Ritsultats Concernant l e  Ditveloppement 
Asymptotique du Potentiel des  Vitesses 5. Grande Distance dQun Profi l  
Plan Transsonique (New Results C oncerning the Asymptotic Develop - 
rnent sf the Veloc ib  Potential at a Great  Distance F r o m  a Plane Tran- 
sonic Profile). Compt. Rend. Aead, Sci., groupe 2, vol. 260, no. 7, 
Feb. 1965, pp. 1851-1854. 
Examination of the problem, previously aecornplished by t rans-  
posing known resu l t s  for  a Tricomi imaginary gas  from the physical 
plane to the hodographc plane and deducing, by comparison, analogous 
resu l t s  for  a perfect gas. Here, the perfect gas  case  is studied by a 
direct method. The former  resu l t s  a r e  recovered, and a r e  simplified, 
defined, and completed. 
(IAA, A65-19219) 
4.141 Euvrard, Daniel: D6veloppement A s y q t o t i q u e  du Potentiel des  Vitesses 
5 Grande Distance, dqun Profi l  Plan Transsonique (Asymptotic Devel- 
opment of the Velocity Potential a t  a Great  Distance F rom a Plane 
Transonic Profile). Compt. Rend. Acad. Sci., groupe 2, vol. 259, 
no. 14, Oct. 5, 1964, pp. 2171-2173. 
Asymptotic development is formed in the profile plane. The 
investigation is made with the aid of resu l t s  previously obtained by 
means of the hodograph plane, fo r  a Tricorni auxiliary fictitious gas. 
The first three t e r m s  of the development a r e  made explicit, and the 
asymptotic trend of notable lines, particularly of shocks, is oblained. 
(IAA, A65-10088) 
4.142 Evans, Tom: The Parabolic Equation ApproximaLion in Transonic Flow, 
Z. Angew. Math. Phys., vol. 17, fasc. 2, Mar. 25, 1966, pp. 216-226. 
4.143 Evans, T.: An Approximate Solution for  Two-Dimensional Transonic 
Flow Past TMn Airfoils. Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc., vol. 61, pt. 2, 
Apr. 1965, pp. 573-593. 
4.144 Fage, A.: Some Aerodynamic Advances. (See ref. 2.10.) 
4.145 FalQkovieh, S. V.; and Chernov, I. A. (J. W. Palmer,  transl.): On the 
Theory of Two-Dimensional Self-Similar Transonic Flows. Lib, 
Transl.  No. 1139, Brit. R.A.E., Nov. 1965. (Translated from Izv. 
Vysshikh Uehebn. Zavedenii, Mat., vol. 38, no. 1, 1964, pp. 125-133.) 
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4,146 Falkovich, S. V.; and Chernov, I. A.: Flow of a Sonic Gas Stream Pas t  
a Body of Revolution. J. Appl. Math. Mech., vol. 28, no. 2, 1964, 
pp 342-347. (Translated f r o m  Prikl.  Mat. Mekhan (Moscow) .) 
4,147 Farren, William S.: The Aerodynamic Art. (See ref. 2.11.) 
4,148 Ferguson, D. F.; and Lighthill, M. J.: The Bodograph Transformation in 
Trans-Sonic Flow. IV. Tables. Proc.  Roy. Soe. (London), s e r .  A, 
.liol- 192, no. 1028, Dee. 23, 1947, pp. 135-142. (See ref. 4.349 for  
pasts 1, 11, and ID.) 
4,149 Ferrari, Carlo: On the Transonic Controversy. Meceaniea, vol. 1, 
Sept, 1966, pp. 37-44. (Also published in  L'Aerotecnica, vol. 47, 
Feb, 1967, pp. 3-14.) 
4,150 Ferrui, Carlo: Sull'approssimazione di Tomotika e Tamada 
Ceneralizzata (On the Tomotika-Tamada Generalized Approximation). 
LBAerotecnica, vol. 46, Apr. 1966, pp. 52-59. 
The compressibility law corresponding to  the Tomotika-Tamada 
generalized approximation for  the study of the transonic flow is deduced 
and c o q a r e d  with the compressibility laws of the Tomotika-Tamada 
gas and the r e a l  gas: i t  appears that the generalized equation gives a 
better approximation, particularly in  the hyperbolic region. The 
appropriate singular solutions of said equation to  the nozzle and profile 
problems a r e  deduced, a s  well as the c lass  of the regular solutions 
obtainable by the method of separation of variables. 
4,151 Ferrari, Carlo: Correspondent Profiles and C orrespondence Law. 
(See ref .  3.1.) 
4,152 Fe r r a r i ,  Carlo: Sul Flusso Transonic0 Attorno a Profil i  Alari  con Onda 
dgUrto Attaccata (On Transonic Flow Around Airfoils With Attached 
Shock Wave). L'Aerotecnica, vol. XL, no. 2, Apr. 1960, pp. 94-98. 
Conditions for  existence of shock waves arriving a t  sonic line 
between subsonic and limited supersonic regions a r e  studied. Paper  
is based on approximation by Tricomi and is related to previous 
research by P. Germain. Strong and weak shocks a r e  studied. Strong 
shocks a r e  found to  be impossible within assumption of paper, whereas 
weak shocks a r e  possible if l ines corresponding to wave front in  hodo- 
graph plane a r e  tangent to a line parallel  to coordinates. Local 
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solution is then established, satisfying shock equations and being 
analytic continuation of solution for elliptical semiplane. 
4.153 F e r r a r i ,  Carlo: On the Steady and Non-Steady Transonic Flow With 
Attached Shock Wave (M, < 1) : New Results and C onjectures. AFOSR 
TN 59-338, U.S. Air Force, Feb. 1959. 
4.154 F e r r a r i ,  Carlo: Sul Flusso Transonic0 con Onda d'Urto Attaccata 
(M, < 1): Caso del Moto Stazionario (On Transonic Flow With an 
Attached Shock Wave (M, < 1) : Case of Steady Motion). Atti Acead. 
Nazl. Lincei, Rend.: Classe Sci. Fis., Mat., Nat., s e r .  VlII, vol. XliiVI, 
fasc. 2, Feb. 1959, pp. 114-122. 
An analysis is presented of the details of the flow in the immeditatf 
vicinity of the point of intersection of a shock wave and the surface of a 
smoothly curved airfoil. It is assumed that the expression for  the 
velocity potential immediately upstream of the shock wave can be 
approximated by the f i r s t  few t e rms  of a double power ser ies .  The 
shape of the shock wave and the development of the flow immediately 
downstream of the shock wave a r e  determined by application of the 
shock relations and a method of local linearization s imilar  to that 
employed by the reviewer in  other problems of transonic flow theory. 
It  is found that the curvature of the shock wave has a logarithmic 
infinity a t  the point of intersection with the airfoil. The velocity dis- 
tribution along the airfoil is also determined and i t  is shown that the 
flow experiences a rapid acceleration immediately downstream of the 
shock wave, the magnitude of which depends strongly on the local Mach 
number, but not on the acceleration, immediately upstream of the shock 
wave. The magnitude of the acceleration increases  rapidly as the Mach 
number upstream of the shock wave diminishes towards unity, and the 
resul ts  appear to indicate that the flow behind the shock wave may 
accelerate to  supersonic velocities in ca ses  fo r  which sonic velocity is 
exceeded only slightly in the region upstream of the shock wave. The 
paper closes with two alternative conjectures regarding the interpreta- 
tion of the results.  
(AMR, 1960, Rev. 2932) 
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4,155 Fidrus, V. I.; and Shifrin, E. 6.: Osesimmetrichnoe Vikhrevoe Techenie 
TJ Okrestnosti Tochki Ortogonal'nosti Zvukovoi Linii Vektoru Skorosti 
( h i s y m m e t r i c  Vortex Flow in the Neighborhood of a Point Where a 
Sonic Line is Orthogonal to the Velocity Vector). Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, 
Mekh, Zhid. Gaza, Jan.-Feb. 1967, pp. 91-93. 
Application of a method proposed by Fal'kowich to the analysis of 
the a i s y m m e t r i c  vortex flow in the neighborhood of a point K where the 
sonic line is orthogonal to the velocity vector. The analysis is an 
extension of previous resu l t s  obtained for  plane vortex flow. It is 
shown that in the axisymmetric case it is necessary to  differentiate 
between a point K located on the symmetry axis and a point K located 
beyond this  axis. The types of flow to which each of these points cor-  
responds a r e  identified. The resul ts  indicate that the asymptotic 
behavior of the flow is similar  to that in the plane case; if K is located 
behind the shock wave, however, the convex side of the sonic line is 
always directed toward the super sonic flow. 
(IAA, 4167-23034) 
4,156 Fiebig, M. : Betrachtungen zur  hn l i chke i t  reibungsfreier, kompressibler 
StrGmungen an Hand der Integralsatze (Considerations on the Similarity 
of a Frictionless Compressible Stream on the Basis  of the Integral 
Theorem). DVL Ber.  Nr. 240, Nov. 1962. 
Gas dynamic laws of similarity a r e  derived for  subsonic, sonic, 
supersonic, and hypersonic flows on the basis  of integral theorems for  
frictionless gases.  This  method has the advantage of simplicity and in  
contrast to methods using differential equations, the uniformity of the 
dependent variables must not be assumed. This  permits  the considera- 
tion of compression shock at the beginning of the solution. Results 
indicate that the same laws of similarity a r e  derived fo r  subsonic, near 
sonic, supersonic, and hypersonic flows as would have been derived 
Prom the use of differential and shock equations. F o r  the sake of s im- 
plicity, only two-dimensional flows were considered in  this  work. 
(STAR, N63-15193) 
4,157 Fink, Martin R. : Transonic Theory for  Flow Past Slender Fuselages and 
Afterbodies. AIAA Paper  No. 70-556, May 1970. (Accepted fo r  publi- 
cation in AIAA J. under the title v'Calculated Transonic Flow Past 
Slender Fuselages and Afterbodies.") 
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4.158 Finn, R.; and Gilbarg, D.: Asymptotic Behavior and Uniqueness of Plane 
Subsonic Flows. Commun. Pure  Appl. Math., vol. X, 1957, pp. 23-63, 
4.159 Fischbach, Joseph W.: Computation of the Transonic Flow Over a Wedge 
With Detached Shock Wave by the Method of Steepest Descent. Mern., 
Rep. 642, Ballistic Res. Lab., Aberdeen Proving Ground, Jan. 1953. 
4.160 Fischbach, Joseph W.: Transonic Flow Over a Wedge With a Detached 
Shock Wave. Rep. No. 803, Ballistic Res. Lab., Aberdeen Proving 
Ground, Jan. 1953. 
4.161 Fiszdon, Wladyslaw: Known Applications of Variational Methods to 
Transonic Flow Calculations. (See ref. 3.1.) 
4.162 Fitzhugh, Henry A.: Method for  Predicting Wing Section P r e s s u r e  Dis- 
tributions, Lift, and Drag in Transonic Mixed Flow. J. Aircraft, vol. 7, 
no. 3, May-June 1970, pp. 277-279. 
4.163 Frankl, F. I,: On the Formation of Shock Waves in Subsonic Flows With 
Local Supersonic Velocities. NACA TM 1251, 1950. (Translated f rom 
Prikl.  Mat. Mekhan. (Moscow), vol. 11, 1947.) 
4.164 Frankl, F.: On the Problems of Chaplygin for  Mixed Sub- and Supersonic 
Flows. NACA TM 1155, 1947. (Translated from Bull. Acad. Sci. 
USSR, vol. 9, 1945, pp. 121-143.) 
4.165 Freestone, M. M.: An Approach to  the Design of the Thickness Distribu- 
tion Near the Center of an Isolated Swept Wing a t  Subsonic Speed. (See 
ref.  3.2.) 
4.166 Friedrichs,  M. 0. (With appendix by Donald A. Flanders): On the Non- 
Occurrence of a Limiting Line in  Transonic Flow. Commun. Appl. 
Math., vol. I, no. 3, Sept. 1948, pp. 287-301. (Reviewed by B. S. Tsiea, 
Appl. Meeh. Rev., vol. 3, no. 4, Apr. 1950, p. 120.) 
4.167 Gach, A.: Calcul d'Ailes Tridimensionnelles (Calculation of Three- 
Dimensional Wings). Paper  presented at A.F.I.T.A.E. 4th Colloque 
d l~&rodynamique  AppliquGe, Nov. 1967. 
Examination of the special adaptations of wing a r e a  required f o r  
the high subsonic speeds demanded by the Airbus aircraft .  The 
increase of transonic drag can be reduced by the choice of a good basic 
wing section, o r  by a cor rec t  transposition of two-dimensional resul ts  
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to the r ea l  three-dimensional flow around the wing. It is considered 
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criteria.  
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Lines of the Hodograph Transformation). Math. Zeitschr., Bd. 63, 
1956, pp. 514-524. 
The author discusses the limit line singularities which a r i s e  when 
one studies plane steady, irrotational fluid flow problems fo r  an invis- 
cid, compressible gas  using the hodograph transformation. The presenl 
work rederives and extends resul ts  previously obtained by others. The 
method had been used ear l ie r  in potential problems of plasticity theory 
and is influenced by these works. The cusp of a limit line and M = 1 
receive special attention. 
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Study of local behavior of flows of a stationary, perfectly com- 
pressible fluid in  the vicinity of points where the Mach number is 1, and 
also of stationary flows at points f a r  distant f rom obstacles perturbing 
a uniform flow of Mach 1. Only the principal effect of the perturbation 
in relation t o  the uniform sonic flow is sought; this  permits,  for  the 
study of this effect, use of the theory of small  perturbations. Homo- 
geneous solutions of the equations governing the potential of the speeds 
of perturbations a r e  studied - i.e., solutions having a certain invariane~ 
in comparison with certain s imilar  solutions. The nature of the homo- 
geneous flows which they determine is also interpreted. The general 
properties of homogeneous flows a r e  defined, and particular integrals 
connected to the general theorems of conservation a r e  presented, a s  
well as the local properties of some integral curves in  a plane. The 
Darboux solutions in the case  of plane flows a r e  discussed. Some illus- 
trative examples of the theory of homogeneous transonic flows a r e  
given. The flow in  the vicinity of a point where a sonic line meets  an 
infinitely weak shock wave is examined in some detail. 
(IAA, A65-12214) 
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Singular Solutions of a Differential Equation of Mixed Type). ONERA 
Pub?, No. 60, 1952. 
Three papers  written for  ONERA in 1949-1950 are here  combined 
for wider publication. The f i r s t  chapter deals with the existence of a 
solution of the singular Diriehlet problem for  Clmapligin" equation fo r  
compressible flow; the adjective 'P s inp la r ' s  is used to indicate that the 
boundary on which the values taken by the solution a r e  prescr ibed con- 
tains a segment of the parabolic line separating the domains in  which 
the , ~ f f e r e n t i a l  equation is respectively, elliptic and hperbol ic .  In an 
xgpen&x, the efflux from an  orifice of a jet with sonic velocity on the 
boundary ("'le jet critique") is considered. The second c h p t e r  is con- 
cerned with extensions of the classical problems fo r  hyperbolic equa- 
tions to  the eases  where some pa r t  of the initial conditions is given on 
the parabolic line. The equation considered here  is a transformaeon of 
Chapligin's equation; it is, in fact, Tr ieomi ts  equation with a rigM-hand 
side, The method of solution uses  the idea of the Riemann function 
together with Picard 's  method of successive approximations. 
(AMR, 1954, Rev. 1362) 
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This paper studies certain mathematical problems which ar i se  in  
connection with equations of mixed type, such a s  govern transonic flow, 
The simplest such equation, wMch is sometimes used a s  an a p p r o ~ m a -  
tion for  transonic flow, is the Tricomi equation, which is the subject of 
the paper. 
In chapter 1, families of solutions of the Tricomi equation a r e  
found, among which a r e  the Riemmn function and the family of fhuada- 
mental solutions used fo r  purely elliptic problems. In chapter 2, 
explicit soluLions of the Tricomi equation a r e  found for  particular form- 
ulations of the initial conditions (a) in the hyperbolic, (b) in the elliptic 
domain, some par t  of the initial conditions being specified on the para- 
bolic line. Chapter 3 contains a demonstration of the existence of the 
solution of Tricomi's problem of mixed type when the subject of the 
equation (e.g., the s tream function) is given on a characteristic together 
with a curve in the elliptic domain which begins and ends on the para- 
bolic line and is only required to satisfy certain condiLions of 
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(AMR, 1953, Rev. 1666) 
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Approximation for the Study of Subsonic and Transonic Flow). Compt, 
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A new method is proposed for reducing the study of these flows 
of the study of Tricomiss eqlua~on. The approximation is very satis- 
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For several years,  aerodynamicists have developed a very 
special interest in partially supersonic flows; their studies in this 
field encounter great difficulties in both prediction and interpretation 
of the phenomena concerned. We believe that these difficulties stem 
essentially from the fact that the corresponding mathematical problems 
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have a bearing upon equations in  the part ia l  derivatives which a r e  of 
"'mixed type": that is, these equations a r e  according to the regions of 
space where they a r e  considered sometimes of elliptic type (subsonic 
flow region), sometimes of hyperbolic type (supersonic flow region), and 
only a very few studies of these equations of mixed type have been 
mdertaken by mathematicians. The present  general introduction has a 
double purpose: to  show to  the aerodynamicists the necessity of a pre-  
liminary mathematical study of the problems of mixed type for  an 
essential understanding of the phenomena on one hand and on the other, 
to rinterest the mathematicians in these problems which seem suffici- 
ently new to evolve the main ideas governing them - which has already 
been done f o r  both the problems of elliptic and of hyperbolic type. 
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9939, 
For  slender bodies the influence of increasing Mach number is 
shown, The crit ical Mach numbers a t  which local velocity of sound has 
just been reached is computed for  slender elliptical cylinders and 
ellipsoids of rotation. 
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4.2463 Holder, D. W.: Note on the Flow Near the Tai l  of a Two-Dimensional 
Aerofoil Moving at a Free-Stream Mach Number Close to  Unity, C,P, 
No. 188, Brit. A.R.C., 1955. 
4.247 Ifolt, Maurice; and Masson, Bruce S.: The Calculation of High Subsonic 
Flow Past Bodies by the Method of Integral Relations. Proeee&aags of 
the Second I n t e r n a ~ o n a l  Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid 
Dynamics. Vol. 8 of Lecture Notes in  Physics, Maurice Holt, ed., 
Springer-Verlag, 197 1, pp. 207-2 14. 
4.248 Holt, M.: Flow Pat terns  and the Method of Characteristics Near a Sonic 
Line. Quart. J. Mech. Appl. Math., vol. 11, pt. 2, June 1949, 
pp. 246-256. 
4.249 Honda, Mutsumi: T h e o r e ~ c a l  Research on Transonic Flow (Report 1)- 
Sci. Rep. Res. Inst., ser. B, vol. 3, no, 25, ~ G h o k u  Univ. (Japan), 1953, 
pp. 51-70. 
4.250 Honda, Mutsumi: Theoretical Research on Transonic Flow (Report 2). 
Sci, Rep. Res. Inst., se r .  B, vol. 4, no. 33, TBhuku Univ. (~apan) ,  1954, 
pp. 37-53. 
4.251 Hosokawa, Iwao: A Comment on the Refinement of the Linearized 
Transonic Flow Theory. J. Phys. Soe, Japan, vol. 29, 1970, p. 252, 
4,252 Hosokawa, Iwao: Unified Formalism of the Linearized Compressible 
Flow Fields. Quart. Appl. Math., vol. =I, no. 2, July 1964, 
pp. 133-142. 
4.253 Hosokawa, Iwao: A Simplified Analysis for  Transonic Flows Around Thin 
Bodies. (See ref .  3.1.) 
4.254 Hosokawa, Iwao: A Note on Application of Transonic Linearization to an 
Airfoil With a Round Leading Edge. J. Aerosp. Sci., vol. 29, no, 11, 
Nov. 1962, pp. 1395-13963. 
4.255 Hosokawa, Iwao: Studies on the Small Disturbance Theory of Transonic 
Flow (I) - Nonlinear Correction Theory. TR-ST, Nat. Aeronaut. Lab, 
(Japan), July 1962. 
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4,2 56 Rosokawa, Iwao: An Approximate Solution of the Lifting Problem of Thin 
Airfoils a t  Sonic Speed. J. Aerosp. Sci., vol. 28, no. 7, July 1961, 
pp, 588-590. 
4,257 IHosokawa, Iwao: Theoretical Prediction of the P r e s s u r e  Distribution on 
a Non-Lifting, Thin Symmetrical Aerof oil a t  Various Transonic Speeds. 
J, Phys. Soc. Japan, vol. 16, no. 3, Mar. 1961, pp. 546-558. 
4,258 Hosokawa, Iwao: Transonic Flow Past a Wavy Wall. J. Phys. Soc. 
Japan, vol. 15, no. 11, Nov. 1960, pp. 2080-2086. 
4,259 Bosokawa, Iwao: A Refinement of the Linearized Transonic Flow Theory. 
J, Phys. Soc. Japan, vol. 15, no. 1, Jan. 1960, pp. 149-157. 
4,260 Howell, Ronald B.; and Spong, Edward D.: Numerical Solution of Subsonic 
Compressible Flow a t  Two-Dimensional Inlets. AIAA J., vol. 7, no. 7, 
July 1969, pp. 1392-1394. 
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4,26 1 Hubert:, Jacqueline: Etude Asymptotique de lvEcoulement Sonique d'un 
Fluide a s s ipa t i f  2 Grande Distance d'un Obstacle Plan sym6trique 
(Asyrmptotic Study of the Sonic Flow of a Dissipative Fluid at a Great 
Ds tance  From a Symmetrical Plane Barrier).  Compt. Rend. Acad. 
Sei., Ser. A, vol. 272, no. 2, Jan. 1971, pp. 168-171. 
Completion of previous work (1968) by study of what the shock and 
flow conditions become downstream of the shocks. F o r  the latter,  two 
developments a r e  considered, one called ' e x t e r i o r , b h i c h  is outside tht 
wake, and the other called ' interior, '  which is within the wake. The 
linking-up is made according to the classical method of Kaplun- 
Lager str om. 
(IAA, A71-23824) 
4,262 Hubert, Jacqueline: i t u d e  Asymptotique de l ' icoulement  Sonique d'un 
Fluide Visqueux 2 Grande Distance d'un Obstacle Plan (Asymptotic 
Study of the Sonic Flow of a Viscous Fluid at a Great  Distance From a 
Plane Obstacle). Compt. Rend. Acad. Sci., Ser. A, vol. 267, no. 22, 
KOV, 25, 1968, pp. 846-849. 
Continuation of a study by Euvrard (1967) concerning the asymp- 
totic study of a flow at a grea t  distance f rom an obstacle moving at the 
speed of sound. In the present  work, the asymptotic expansion in the 
111 
- 
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plane of the profile is obtained, in support of the resu l t s  obtained bjr 
Euvrard for  a perfect fluid. Expressions a r e  derived which permit  the 
asymptotic determination of the relative positions of the noteworthy 
lines for  a perfect fluid and for  a viscous fluid. 
(IAA, A69- 15057) 
4.263 Hubert, Jacqueline: icoulements  Transsoniques Plan e t  de R&volution 2 
Grande Distance d'une Paroi  Prgsentant une D6nivellation (plane and 
h i s y m m e t r i c  Transonic Flows a Great Distance F rom a Wall Pre-  
senting a Rearward Facing Step). J. Mecan., vol. 7, no. 1, Mar. 1968, 
pp. 27-47. 
&termination of the asymptotic behavior of plane and revolving 
[ m i s y m m e t r i ~  flows which a r e  uniform and sonic at infinity upstream. 
Since the f i r s t  order  of an asymptotic expansion is known, a technique 
is proposed, using methods analogous t o  those of Euvrard, fo r  deter- 
mining the subsequent orders .  The deviation of the s t reamlines and the 
tangential component of the p re s su re  forces  a r e  evaluated. A method 
is developed fo r  stating precisely the coefficients of the asymptotic 
expansion f a r  f rom the wall as a function of the flow in the vicinity of 
the wall. 
(IAA, A68-30167) 
4.264 Huckel, Vera: Tables of Hylpergeometrie Functions for  Use in  
Compressible-Flow Theory. NACA TN 1716, 1948. 
4.265 Imai, Isao: Transonic Flow Research in Japan. (See ref. 2.19.) 
4.266 Imai, Isao: Extension of von ~ 6 r m 6 n ' s  Transonic Similarity Rule, J, 
Phys. Soc. Japan, vol. 9, no. 1, Jan.-Feb. 1954, pp. 103-108. 
4.267 Imai, Isao: Note on the Drag of a Finite Wedge at Mach Number 1. J, 
Aeronaut. Sci., vol. 19, no. 7, July 1952, pp. 496-497. 
4.268 Imai, Isao: Application of the W.K.B. Method to the Flow of a Compres- 
sible Fluid, I. J. Math. Phys., vol. 111, no. 3, Oct. 1949, 
pp. 173-182. 
4.269 Imai, Isao; and Hasimoto, Hidenori: Application of the W.K.B. Method to  
the Flow of a Compressible Fluid, 11. J. Math. Phys., vol. HI, 
no. 4, Jan. 1950, pp. 205-214. 
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4,210 Isom, Morris  P.; and Wu, Kwang Shu: The Stability of Smooth Two- 
Emerasional Transonic Flows. AFOSR 70-1787 TR, U.S. Air Force, 
June 1970. (Available f rom DDC as AD 712 702.) 
4,231 Ivey, B. Reese; and Warder, Keith C.: A Velocity-Correction Formula 
for the Calculation of Transonic Mach Number Distributions Over  
Diamond-Shaped Airfoils. NACA TN 2527, 1951. 
4,272 Jones, Robert a'.: Leading-Edge Singularities i n  Thin-Airfoil Theory. 
J, Aeronaut. Sei., vol. 17, no. 5, May 1950, pp. 307-310. 
4,273 Jones, Robert T.: Subsonic Flow Over Thin Oblique Airfoils at Zero Lift 
NACA T N  1340, 1947. 
4,274 Jones, Robert T.: Thin Oblique Airfoils, at Supersonic Speed. NACA 
T N  1107, 1946. 
4,275 Jones, Robert T.: Wing Plan F o r m s  for  Nigh-Speed Flight. NACA 
TN 1033, 1946. 
4.276 Jsnes, Robert T.: Propert ies  of Low-Aspect-Ratio Pointed Wings at 
Speeds Below and Above the Speed of Sound. NACA Rep. 835, 1946. 
(Supersedes NACA TN 1032.) 
4,277 Kaeprzynski, J. J.: A Study of P r e s s u r e  Distributions Calculated With 
the Sells Method on a Series  of Quasi-Elliptical Symmetrical Airfoils 
in  Subcritical Flow. NRC 11693 (LR 533), Nat. Res. Coune. Can. 
(Ottawa), June 1970. 
4,278 Kaplan, Carl: On Transonic Flow Past a Wave-Shaped Wall. NACA 
Rep, 1149, 1953. (Supersedes NACA TN 2748.) 
4,279 Kaplan, Carl: On a Solution of the Nonlinear Differential Equation for 
Transonic Flow Past a Wave-Shaped Wall. NACA Rep. 1069, 1952. 
(Supersedes NACA TN 2383.) 
4,280 Kaplaa, Carl: On Similarity Rules fo r  Transonic Flows. NACA 
Rep, 894, 1948. (Supersedes NACA TN 1527.) 
4,281 BIaplan, Carl: Effect of Compressibility at High Subsonic Velocities on 
the Moment Acting on an Elliptic Cylinder. NACA TN 1218, 1947. 
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4.282 Kaplan, Carl: Effect of Compressibility at High Subsonic Velocities on 
the Lifting Force  Acting on an  Elliptic Cylinder. NACA TN 11 18, 1946, 
4.283 Katsanis, Theodore: Numerical Solution of Tricomi Equation Using 
Theory of Symmetric Positive Differential Equations. SIAM J. 
Numerical Anal., vol. 6, no. 2, June 1969, pp. 236-253. 
4.284 Kawamura, Ryuma; and Tsien, Fu-Nsing: On the Stability of Two- 
Dimensional Transonic Potential Flows. Proceedings of the Sixth Japar 
National Congress fo r  Applied Mechanics, Nat. Comm. Theor. AppB, 
Mech., Sci. Counc. of Japan, Mar. 1957, pp. 249-252. 
4.285 Kawasaki, Toshio : On the Camber Lines of Semi -Infinite Sweptback 
Wings Vikich Give Uniform Spanwise Load Distribution. NAL-TR- 94, 
Nat. Aerosp. Lab. (Tokyo), 1965. 
It is well known that sweptback wings a r e  very effective to ra i se  
crit ical Mach numbers i n  transonic flow. In experiments, however, the 
increase in crit ical Mach number is l e s s  than what is expected from the 
simple sweptback theory. The reason l ies  in the fact that at the center 
and the tip of the airfoil isobars  tend to  be normal to the d i r e c ~ o n  of 
the undisturbed flow, in  contrast  with the flow pattern given by the 
simple sweptback theory. In this report, we looked fo r  the camber 
which produces uniform spanwise lift distributions even at and near  the 
center section. F o r  the case  of subsonic flow, we gave numerical 
examples fo r  the general rooftop lift distributions. The calculated 
resu l t s  show quite a large variation of camber near the center section, 
and we anticipate some trouble in  practical application of airfoils based 
on such design philosophy. 
4.286 Kentzer, Czeslaw P.: Discretization of Boundary Conditions on Moving 
Discontinuities. Proceedings of the Second International Conference 
on Numerical Methods in  Fluid Dynamics. Vol. 8 of Lecture Notes i n  
Physics, Maurice Holt, ed., Springer-Verlag, 1971, pp. 108-113. 
4.287 Kentzer, Czeslaw P.: Transonic Flows Past a Circular Cylinder. 9. 
Comput. Phys., vol. 6, no. 2, Oct.. 1970, pp. 168-182. 
4.288 Kentzer, Czeslaw P.: Computations of Time Dependent Flows on an 
Infinite Domain. AIAA Paper  No. 70-45, Jan. 1970. 
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4,289 Keune, F, : e b e r  die Korn~inuit5tsgleichung kompressibler StrGmmgen 
bei kleinen St5rgeschwindigkeiten (Continuity E q u a ~ o n  fo r  Compressible 
Flosvs With Small msturbance Velocities). DER Mitt. 70-13, July 1970. 
The density changes in compressible flows were  developed in 
orders of magnitude of the components of the disturbance flow. If only 
the linear disturbance velocity component in the streamwise direction 
was retained, the linearized gasdynamic equation was obtained. The 
additive second order  t e rm of these components yielded the nonlinear 
parabolic equation for  transonic flow. The other small  quadratic non- 
linear t e r m s  gave higher order  correction t e r m s  in  the equations of 
motion. 
(STAR, N7B-17167) 
4,290 'Keune, F, : fiber den korrekten Z u s a m m e ~ a n g  zwischen Fliigelf orm, 
Strr6mung und Wellenwiderstand von vorn spitzen FlGgeln kleiner 
Sreekung in schallnaher S t r6mmg und bei he r scha l j l  (On the  Correct  
Relation Between Wing Shape, Flow and Wave Drag of Pointed Low- 
Aspect Ratio Wings in  Transonic and Supersonic Flow). DER FB 69-74, 
ace, 1.969. 
The flow about a prescr ibed wing shape is usually obtained from a 
distribution of sources and vortices in  the planform of the wing. WMle 
sllender body theory may be used for  the vortex distribution, the f i r s t  
order approfirnation does not hold t rue  for  the source &stribution. It 
is shown that i t  depends on the change of the m a s s  flow, displaced loy 
the wing, in  the chordwise as well a s  the spanwise direction. The 
x~algrtical resul ts  a r e  derived from the f i r s t  two approximations fo r  the 
veQocity potential and fo r  the boundary conditions on the surface of the 
wing, The leading t e r m s  a r e  systematically derived in  an order  of 
magnitude analysis. F o r  low-aspect-ratio wings the spanwise change 
of the mass  flow leads to  two second order  t e r m s  for  the source distri-  
butio~n, one due to the thickness distribution and one due tc. camber and/ 
or hist. Both t e r m s  contribute appreciably to the wave drag. The 
basic formulas a r e  l isted in  tables. 
(STAR, N70-22301) 
4,291 Keuwe, Friedrich: A Contribution to an Approximate Calculation of the 
Flow on Pointed Halfbodies of Revolution in the Lower Transonic Range. 
EXe ~ o n g r 6 s  International de ~ 6 c a n i q u e  AppliquGe, t. 11, Univ. of 
Brussels,  1957, pp. 25-33. 
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4.292 Keune, Friedrich: Reihenentwicklung des  Geschwindigkeitspotentials der 
linearen Unter- und h e r ~ c h a l l s t r ' c j m u n ~  fiir K'cjrper nicht mehr kleiner 
Streckung (Series Expansion of the Velocity Potentials of Linear Sub.- 
and Supersonic Flow for  Not so  Slender Bodies). Z. Flugwiss., 
Jahrg. 5, Heft 8, 1957, pp. 243-247. 
The formulae for  the t e r m s  of the velocity potential of subsonic 
and supersonic flow over not so  slender bodies at  zero  lift and the 
formulae for  the e r r o r s  with regard to the exact solution of the l inear 
equation of continuity a r e  obtained from a simple mathematical deriva- 
tion. The present paper confirms and completes the conclusions drawn 
from the discussion of the basic principles reported in  151 and includes, 
as par t  of the general theory, a particularly simple derivation of the 
theory fo r  slender bodies. 
4.293 Keune, F.: Der gew'cilbte und verwundene Tragfliigel ohne Dicke in 
Schallnahe (Cambered and Twisted Wing Without Thickness a t  Transonic 
Speeds). DVL Ber. Nr. 13, Apr. 1956. 
R. T. Jones (AMR, 1949, Rev. 902) developed a theory of pointed 
plane wings of small  span in  which the perturbation flow in planes 
normal to the main flow is approximated by two-dimensional flow. 
Author extended this to nonplanar wings (AMR, 1954, Rev. 2926). Pres- 
ent report  summarizes  computations based on this  theory for  wings 
whose xy-planforms a r e  one parameter  family of curvilinear triangles 
with straight trailing edge and a symmetrical pair  of parabolic leading 
edges. Twisted wings lie on z = -xnx y ox , n = 1, 2, 3 with ( 
constant xn. Cambered wings lie on z = f(x,0) [l - (y/s(x))q, where 
f(x,O) is a fourth-degree polynomial, and s(x) is semi-span a t  dis- 
tance x from the upstream vertex. Fo r  strictly triangular wings, 
calculations of lift, pitching, and rolling-moment coefficients agree  well 
with resul ts  based on theory of G. N. Lance (AMR, 1955, Rev. 729). 
(ANIR, 1957, Rev. 1545) 
4.294 Keune, F.: Zusammenfassende Darstellung und Erweiterung des 
Aequivalenzsatzes fur  sehallnahe Strijmung (6  omprehensive Presenta-  
tion and Extension of the Equivalance Theorem for  a Flow of Near -Sonic 
Velocity). DVL Ber. Nr. 8, July 1956. 
In first par t  of paper, the principle of comparing the flow about 
bodies with the same cross-sectional a r e a  distribution is presented, 
and the equivalence rule, which includes as an  application the a r e a  rule  
I XI III 
7 3 
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of \Vhitcomb, is formulated, Special aeention is devoted to  the theory, 
valnd fo r  transonic flow, and the incorporation of the resul ts  of this  
theory in  those cases  valid for  sub- and supersonic flow. The "coke- 
botile'"orm, given to the body of wing-body combinations, is considered 
r s  a consequence of the equivalence rule  and also as a device appearing 
useful f rom other aerodynamical cons ide ra~ons .  
In the second part ,  the theoretical resu l t s  of former  publications 
of K# Oswatitsch and the author a r e  presented, i n  order  to provide a 
theoiretical base for  the determination of the flow about a wing-body 
combination and of its most favorable form (minimal drag) 
The l imits  of the theory a r e  given, and manmy still unsolved ques- 
tions, especially in  the transonic speed range, a r e  mentioned, Author 
has not intended to give new results,  but gives, rather,  a crit ical review 
and a summary of already published results,  
(AMR, 1957, Rev. 21190) 
4,295 Yeune,, Friedrich; and Oswatitsch, K.: On the Hdluenee of the Geometry 
of Sjlerader Bodies of Revolution and Delta Wings on Their Drag and 
Br.-?.ssure Dist ibut ion a t  Transonic S$eeds. MTH Aero T N  42, Div. 
Aez onaut., Roy. Inst, Technol. (StockhoBm), 1956. 
4,291? &<eune, Friedrich: h e r  den Komprsssibilit5tseinfluss bei und nahe 
hTaa;hz&l Eins fiir G r p e r  kleiner Streckung md scManke Rotation- 
ek5rrper (On the Influence of Compressibility at and Near Mach Number 
One for  Slender Bodies and Slender Bodies of Revolution). Z. 
Fl~gvviss,, Jahrg. 4, Heft 1/2, ~ a n , / ~ e b .  1956, pp. 47-53. 
With reference to the slender body theory in  subsonic and super- 
sonic flow and that of the flow around bodies of revolution at Mach 
number one by K. Oswatitsch and F. Keune, a more general form of this 
theory is f i r s t  given. An approximation of the nonlinear t e rm of the 
gasdynamic equation shows an  influence of compressibility near and at 
Mae15 number one, which depends on the velocity gradient a t  sonic speed 
on the body. Through the a r e a  rude the theories a r e  valid both fo r  
slender wings and bodies of revolution. 
4.297 Keune, Friedrich; and Oswatitsch, Klaus: ~ ~ u i v a l e n z s a t z ,  
Ahnliehkeitssgtze fiir schallnahe Geschwindigkeiten und Widerstand 
niclh~t angestellter Kijrper kleiner Spannweite (Equivalence Theorems, 
Similarity Theorems for  Transonic Velocities and Drag of Low-Aspect- 
Rati13 Wings of Small Span). Z. Angew. Math. Phys., vol. VII, fasc. 1, 
1956, pp, 40-63. 
PLNNOTATION CODE (pp. 29-32), SEE TABLE: I II 111 
In transonic flow the velocity disturbance on low aspect rat io  
wings can be reduced to the velocity disturbance on bodies of revolution 
with the same distribution of cross-sectional area.  This  law of equiva- 
lence h s  been proved in another paper and is stated here  from the 
physical point of view. By the similarity law for  bodies of revolution 
corresponding similarity laws fo r  low aspect rat io  wings a r e  given, I 1 1 
Fur ther  the law of eqluivalence for  the pressure  drag is given for  bodies 
of revolution and pointed low aspect rat io  wings with any cross-section 
at the end, if the end l ies  sufficiently f a r  i n  the supersonic flow. The 
las t  one is a generalization fo r  transonic flow of a formula of Ward 
originally valid f o r  linearized supersonic equations only. 
4,298 Keune, F.; and Oswatitsch, K.: An Integral Equation Theory for the 
Transonic Flow Around Slender Bodies of Revolution at Zero Inciden~ce, 
KTH Aero TN 37, Div. Aeronaut., Roy. Hnst. T e c h o l .  (Stockholm), 1955, 
4.299 Keune, I?.: Bericht iiber eine Naherungstheorie der  Strijmung um Rota- 
sionskgrper ohne Anstellung bei Machzahl Eins (Report on an  Approxk- 
mation Theory of the Flow About Bodies of Revolution a t  Zero Angle of 
Attack f o r  Mach Number One). DVL Ber. Nr. 3, Dee. 1955. 
In this summarizing report,  the l inear theory applicable to sub- I 
and supersonic flow speeds is f i r s t  reviewed briefly. Fo r  t r a n s o ~ c  
speeds i t  is proposed to  adopt the familiar nonlinear differential equa- 
tion of Von Kgrmkn, but to  replace the factor au/ax by a constant, 
1/or2, thus linearizing the equation and rendering it parabolic. This 
approximation is suggested only for  half-bodies or  the front pa r t s  of 
fusiform bodies. When a sonic line is encountered, the flow far ther  aft 
may be determined by a characteristic method in place of the parabolic 
approximation. F o r  bodies on which a region of decreasing velocities 
occurs, a character is t ics  procedure is required near and behind the 
maximum-speed point. Results of this theory a r e  collected. Some 
resu l t s  that suggest reasonable values of the constant (r2 a r e  pre-, 
sented. Comparison of computed and measured pressure  coefficients 
on half-bodies (ogives) is made, and the agreement is found to be very 
good. 
This theory, which was suggested by K. Oswatitsch, was also 
reported in  a paper by Oswatitsch and Keune (Proc. Conference on High 
Speed Aeronautics, Polytech. Inst. Brooklyn, Jan. 20-22, 1955, 
pp. 113-131). 
(AMR, 1956, Book 2580) 
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4.300 Keuwe, Friedrich: h e r  eine Naherungstheorie zur  Berechnung der 
auftriebslosen Strbmung um schlanke Korper bei Schallanstr'cimung 
(An Approximate Theory fo r  the Calculation of the Flow About a Slender 
Body a t  Mach Number 1 at Zero Angle of Attack). Jahrb. 1955 WGL, 
Fr iedr ,  Vieweg & Sohn (Braunschweig), pp. 176- 186. 
Based on the slender body theory and the theorem of equivalence 
a comprehensive presentation of the theory for  semibodies of revolution 
in  symmetrical flow at sonic velocity is given. Using a nonlinear 
method of characteristics,  the flow over the r e a r  of the body can also be 
calculated fo r  Mach number unity. Results of wave drag fo r  semibodies 
of revolution and bodies with various positions of maximum thickness a t  
free s t ream Mach.number unity a r e  compared with those f rom linear 
supersonic flow and a certain consistency is found. An extension of the 
theory fo r  flow a t  Mach number unity, which is briefly mentioned, 
renders  an interpretation of parameters  of affinity hitherto unspecified. 
4,30 1 Meune, Friedrich: Einfluss von Spannweite, Dicke, Anstellwinkel und 
MachzahP auf die StrBmung um Fliiigel kleiner and g ros se r  Spannweite 
(Influence of the Span, Thickness, Incidence, and Mach Number on Flow 
Past 'Wings of Small and Large Span). Z. Flugwiss., Jahrg. 2, Heft 11, 
1954, pp. 292-298. 
In addition to known linear theories, the influence of span and 
thickness, incidence and Mach number a r e  determined from the varia- 
tion of the order  of magnitude only. The characteristic qualities and 
differences of the flow on wings of low and high aspect rat io  a r e  given, 
while wings of moderate aspect rat io  a r e  excluded. 
4,302 Keune, Friedrich: On the Subsonic, Transonic and Supersonic Flow 
Around Low Aspect Ratio Wings With Incidence and Thickness. KTH 
Aero T N  28, Div. of Aeronaut., Roy. Inst. Technol. (Stockholm), 1953. 
4,303 Kiebel, 1. A.: Some Studies on the Flow of a Gas in  the Region of Transi-  
tion Through the Velocity of Sound. NACA TM 1252, 1950.  ransl slated 
from Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, no. 3, 1947, pp. 253-259.) 
4,304 Klunker, E. B.; and Harder, Keith C.: General Solutions for  Flow Past 
Slender Cambered Wings With Swept Trailing Edges and Calculation of 
Additional Loading Due to Control Surfaces. NACA TN 4242, 1958. u 
ANNOTATION CODE (pp. 29-32), SEE TABLE: I I1 III 
4,305 K ~ p y l i o ~ ,  G  N.: On Similarity of Transonic Plane Flows. J. Appl. Math, 
Meeh,, sol.  22, no. 3, 1958, pp. 540-548. (Translated from Prikl.  Mat. 
Mekhan. (Moscow) .) 
4,306 Korn, David 6.: Computation of Shock-Free Transonic Flows for  Airfoil 
Design, WO-1480-125 (Contract No. AT(30-1) -1480); Courant Inst. 
Math, Sci,? New York Univ., Oct. 1969. 
4,307 Korn, David: Computation of Hypersonic Axially Symmetric Flow a t  Low 
Mach Numbers. NUO- 1480-99 (Contract No. AT(30- 1) - 1480), Courant 
Inst, Math, Sei., New York Univ., June 1968. 
4,3/8 Kosterin, A. V. : O zvukovom obtekanii klina po skheme Kirkhgofa (Sonic 
Flow P a s t  a Wedge According to Kirchhoff's Scheme). Seminar po 
Kraevym Zadacham, Trudy, no. 7, 1970, pp. 153-159. 
Derivation of an  approximate solution to the problem of sonic flow 
of an ideal gas jet past a wedge according to Kirchhoff's scheme. After 
showing that the problem has a unique solution, a solution is obtained in 
the eorm of se r ies ,  the convergence of which is investigated. It is 
shovn how this method of solution can be extended to the case of a jet 
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Investigation of the leading edges of airfoils with constant curva- 
ture, A preliminary discussion indicates the suitability of treating the 
problem in its exact form, rather  than in  Tricomi 's  approximation. 
The ease of the c i rc le  is studied in detail. It is shown that i t  is pos- 
sible, in a certain order  of approximation, to replace the particular 
singllarity resulting from the branch point presented by the s t ream 
function in  the vicinity of the leading edge, with a condition to be satis- 
fied along a given line removed from the leading edge. 
(IAA, A69-21606) 
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angles €lo of the leading edge a r e  equivalent to n/2s, s being an  
integer. It is shown to what order  of approximation the condition that 
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determine the s t ream function. This function is then calculated explic- 
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having a given velocity at infinity. It  is assumed that the flow is f ree  of 
dissipative effects due to  viscosity and thermal conductivity and that the 
shock waves in  the flow a r e  s o  weak that entropy variations can be drs- 
regarded. The procedure is reduced to  a mixed problem fo r  a system 
of hyperbolic equations with a boundary condition corresponding to a 
s t ream function tending to infinity. 
(IAA, A69-25469) 
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describing supersonic gas  flows to the construction of a ducted body of 
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I 0  1 I 
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with respect  to the chordline. In this way the antisymmetric pa r t  of the 
linearized solution (due to angle of attack and camber) contributes to the 
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this solution, however, is identical to the antisymmetric par t  of the 
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into an ordinary differential equation. Under the assumption of the 
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C. Heinz and the reviewer [R. ~ a u e d  established ear l ie r  a mecii- 
fied linear method of character is t ics  for  axially symmetrical super-, 
sonic flow (see K. Oswatitsch: "Gasdynamik," Verlag Springer, 
Wien, 318-319, 1952), using the variables u and yv instead of u 
and v (u, v components of the velocity, y distance from the axis). 
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simple compatibility conditions. Therefore this modification of the 
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of Transonic Similarity Law for  Two Dimensional Flow. NAGA 
T N  2191, 1950. 
4,471 Perl, William: Calculation of Transonic Flows Past Thin Airfoils by an 
Integral Method. NACA TN 2130, 1950. 
4,472 Petty, J ames  Sibley: Linearized Transonic Flow About Non-Lifting, 
Thin Symmetric Airfoils. Ph. D. Thesis, California Inst. Teehnol., 
1983, 
4,473 Pindozo:la, M.: C o q a r i s o n  of Linearized Transonic Flow Theory With 
Experimental P r e s s u r e  Distributions About a Parabolic-Arc Body of 
Revol~ition. AEDC-TN-59-89? U.S. Air Force, Aug. 1959. 
4-4 7"$Pitts, \Vililiam C,; Nielsen, Jack N.; and Kaattari, George E.: Lift 
and Center of P re s su re  of Wing-Body-Tail Combinations at Subsonic, 
Transonic, and Supersonic Speeds. NACA Rep. 1307, 1957. 
4,475 P~Phamus,  Edward C.; Geller, Edward W.; and Grunwald, Kalman J.: 
Pressure and Force  Characteristics of Noncircular Cylinders a s  
Affected by Reynolds Nunnber With a Method Included for  Determining 
the Potential Flow About Arbitrary Shapes. NASA TR R-46, 1959. 
4,476 Pollack, N.: Two Dimensional Aerofoils a t  Transonic Speeds. (See 
ref, 2,32.) 
4,417 Pc;llovin, R. V. : Usloviya Evolyutsionnosti Kosykh i Knoiche s k i m  
Udarnykh Voln i Transzvukovykh Techenii (Evolutionary Conditions 
of Oblique and Conical Shock Waves and of Transonic Flows). FTI  AN 
VSSR No. 096/T-010, A.kad. Nauk USSR, 1964. 
A review of papers  which deal with transonic flow around bodies 
and with attached oblique and conical shock waves is presented. It  is 
shown that the continuolls transition through the sound speed in one- 
dimensional ordinary hj~drodynamics is possible only with increase of 
Mach number. The sta.rting point in this proof is the evolutionary 
ANNOTATION CODE (pp. 29-32), SEE TABLE: 
condition. Then this theorem is extended on two-dimensional flow if 
sonic line joins the wall in  the point where the velocity vector has 
definite direction. Other demonstrations of this theorem a r e  reviewed. 
It is then generalized in  magnetohydrodynamics. Oblique shock waves 
attached to the corner  a r e  next. Possible bending of the discontinuity 
line and the impossibility of oblique shock waves, belonging to the 
strong family, a r e  discussed. It is proven that downstream of the 
oblique shock wave attached to the corner,  the flow is supersonic, the 
starting point being again the evolutionary condition. It  is also proven 
that oblique detonation waves may exist  only in  C hapman-Jougel regime 
the duct being supposed to have constant c r o s s  section. 
(STAR, N66- 30460) 
4.478 P resz ,  W., Jr . ;  Konarski, M.; and Grund, E.: Prediction of Installed 
Nozzle Flow Fields. AIAA Paper  No. 70-700, June 1970. 
4.479 Prot ter ,  Murray B.: On Some Problems in Transonic Flow. Tech. 
Rep. 1 (Contract AF-18(600) -1117) (R-354-10-57)), Dep. Math., Univ, 
of California (Berkeley), Nov. 1954. 
4.480 Prot ter ,  M. W.: A Boundary Value Problem for  an Equation of M k e d  
Type. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., vol. 71, no. 3, Nov. 1951, pp. 416-429, 
4.481 Raat, J.; and Harvey, M. T. : Sonic-Point Computation for  Sharp-Nosed 
Airfoils in  Transonic Flow. Aeroballistics Tech. Note TN-68-AE-14, 
Gen. Dyn./Convair, Dee. 1968. 
4.482 Raat, J. : On the Transonic Flow Over Thin Airfoils. Rep. No. 
TN-67-AE-20, Gen. Dyn./Convair, Oct. 1967. 
4.483 Radbill, J. R. : Solution of Subsonic Transonic Wing Flow by an  Integral 
Equation Method. SD70-121, North American Rockwell Corp., Mar,  
1970. (Replaces report  EO-69-3/~D69-121.) 
4.484 Randall, D. 6. : A Marching Procedure for  the Determination of Inviseid 
Two-Dimensional Sonic Flow Past a Blunt Symmetrical Body. C,B, 
No. 992, Brit. A.R.C., 1968. 
4.485 Randall, D. 6.: The Behavior a t  Infinity of Symmetric Sonic Flow. Tech 
Rep. No. 66030, Brit. R.A.E., Feb. 1966. 
ANNOTATION CODE (pp. 29-32), SEE TABLE: 
4,486 Randall, David 6.  : Some Results i n  the Theory of Almost Axisymmetric 
Flow a t  Transonic Speed. AIAA J., vol. 3, no. 12, Dee. 1965, 
pp, 2339-2341. 
4,487 Ras~daiil, D. G.: Symmetrical Sonic Flow About Two-Bmensional and 
ik isymmetr ic  Bodies. Tech. Note No. Aero 2669, Brit. R.A.E., Jan. 
1960, 
4-488 Rxnda$l, D. 6.: Transonic Flow Over Two-Dimensional Round-Nosed 
Aerofoils. C.P. No. 456, Brit .  A.R.C., 1959. 
4,489 Raz1da18, D. G.: Some Remarks on the Shock Which Closes a Local 
Supersonic Region on a Two-Dimensional Aerofoil. Tech. Note No. 
Aeso, 2592, Brit. R.A.E., Oct. 1958. 
4,490 Reyn, J, W.: Some Remarks on the Structure of Compressible Potential 
Flow in Connection With the Nodograph Transformation for  Plane Flow. 
(See ref. 3.1.) 
4,491 Reyn, J, W.: Bfferential-Geometric Considerations on the Bodograph 
Transformation fo r  Irrotational Conical Flow. Proceedings of the 
Third Congress of International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences, 
Spartan Books, Inc., 1964, pp. 535-552. 
4,492 R~gaut, F. : Analog Determination of Wing Profi les  i n  Transonic Flow. 
S e e  ref. 3.2.) 
4,493 R' gwt ,  Francis:  ~ 6 t e r m i n a t i o n  Analogique de Profi ls  d' Aile Portant en 
RGgiirne Transsonique (Analog Determination of Lifting Wing Profi les  
i.1 Transonic Flows). Compt. Rend. Acad. Sci., Ser. A, t. 267, no. 6, 
Aug, 5, 1968, pp. 271-274. 
b s c r i p t i o n  of an analog method for  studying a wing profile placed 
in a uniform flow of'compressible fluid. The method eliminates some 
of the idifficulties involved in calculating lifting profiles by the hodo - 
graph method - e.g., the necessity of establishing a correspondence 
 elw ween an arbi t rary hodograph and a closed profile which satisfies the 
Joukowsky condition. 
(IAA, A69-11536) 
I I1 111 
i 
UNOTATIOM CODE (pp. 29-32), SEE TABLE : 
4.494 Rigaut, Francis:  Dgtermination Analogique de Profi ls  dq Ailes 
Sym6triques Adapths a des  Conditions de vol Proches du ~ & g i m e  
Critique (Analog Determination of Symmetrical Wing Profi les  Adapted 
to Flight Con&tions Close to the Critical Regime). Compt. Rend, Acad, 
Sci., Ser. A, t. 265, no. 1'7, Oct. 23, 1967, pp. 521-524, 
Application of an  analog method t o  the calculation of the plane flow 
of a compressible fluid around a symmekiea l  profile f rom an arbi- 
t ra r i ly  fixed hodograph. This  study does not pose any problems when 
the flow is e d i r e l y  subsonic. The case where the flow has a local 
supersonic zone requires  detailed treatme&. A comparison with the 
theoretical resul ts  of Nieuwland emphasizes the accuracy of the method, 
(IAA, A68-13395) 
4.495 Riragleb, Friedrich: Exakte 116suragen de r  Differentialgleichungen Einer 
Adiabatischen CasstrBmung (Exact Solutions of Differential Equations 
of Adiabatic Gas Flow). Z .  Angew. Math. Meeh., Bd. 20, Heft 4, Aug, 
1940, pp. 185-898. 
4.496 Robinson, A,; and Y o u g ,  A, D,: Note on the Application of the Einearised 
Theory for  Compressible Flow to Transonic Speeds. Re & M. No. 2399, 
Brit. A.R.C., 1951. 
4.497 Rolando, NI,; and Sarra ,  M. (D. A. Sinelair, transl.): Study of Some 
Stream Functions for  the Determination of Transonic Flows Past 
Airfoils. NRC TT-1356, Nat. Res. Gounc. Can. (Ottawa), 1969. 
(Trmslated from Atti Acad. Sci. Torino, vol. 99, 1964-1965, 
pp. 1061-1067.) 
4.498 Rolando, Magda; and Sarra ,  Mariangela: Una Funzione di Corrente 
Singolare per  lo Studio dei Flussi  Transonici Attorno a Profili Alari 
Doppiamente Simmetrici (A Singular Current Function for  the S k a  
of Transonic Flows Around Doubly Symmetrical Aidoils).  Atti 
Accad. Sci. Torino, vol. 98, 1963-1964. 
 termination, on a suitably uniformized hodograph plane, of a / 
singular function for  the study of doubly symmetrical transonic airfoils,  
in a uniform subsonic asymptotic current, with Tricomi's approxima- 
tion. The properties of the function a r e  studied, and a graphical repre-  
sentatiorl of some current  l ines is performed by means of a numerical 
calculation. 
(IAA, A64-22789) 
ANNOTATION CODE (pp. 29-32), SEE TABLE: 
4,499 Rotta, J. C.: Druckverteilung an  symmetrischen Fliigelprofilen bei 
transsonischer Strijmung (Pressure  Distribution on Symmetric Wing 
Profiles in Transonic Flow). (See ref. 3.1.) 
4,500 Rotta, Julius: Druckverteilungen an  Symmetrischen Fliigelprofilen bei 
Sekallnaher Anstrijmung (Pressure  Distribution on a Symmetric Airfoil 
in a Transonic F r e e  Stream). Jahrbuch 1959 WGL, Friedr .  Vieweg & 
Sohn, pp- 102-109. 
Substantiated in principle by experimental evidence, a method of 
approximation is developed for  estimating the pressure  distribution ovel 
symmetrical aerofoil sections in two-dimensional transonic flow. The 
method is applied to the circular  a r c  section and the resu l t s  a r e  com- 
pared with those obtained from other methods and from experiments. 
4.501 Roy, Maurice: Sur l e  Point d'Extinction dlUne Onde de Choc au Sein d'un 
icoulement  Amont Plan e t  Stationnaire, 2 Entropie e t  Vitesse-Limite 
Uniformes (On the Extinction Point of a Shock Wave Within a Plane, 
Steady, Upstream Flow, With Uniform Entropy and Limit Velocity). 
Compt. Rend. Acad. Sci., Ser. A, t. 271, no. 3, July 20, 1970, 
pp, 183-186. 
Study of a steady plane flow in an attempt to characterize the 
point iaf extinction where a shock wave, originating near a point on a 
wall, [extinguishes itself in  the surrounding flow. The resul ts  agree 
very w e l ,  qualitatively, with those of the experimental study of plane 
transonic flow car r ied  out  ON ON ERA (Michel e t  al., 1953). 
(IAA, A70 -4 144 1) 
4,502 K~abbert, Paul E.; and Landahl, Marten T.: Solution of Nonlinear Flow 
Problems Through Paramet r ic  Differentiation. Phys. Fluids, vol. 10, 
no. 4, Apr. 1967, pp. 831-835. 
4,503 Rubber& Paul E.; and Landahl, Marten T.: Solution of the Transonic Air- 
foil Problem Through Paramet r ic  Differentiation, AIAA J., vol. 5, 
no. 3, Mar. 1967, pp. 470-479. 
4,504 !?ubbert, Paul  E.: Analysis of Transonic Flow by Means of Paramet r ic  
Differentiation. AFOSR 65-1932, U.S. Air Force, Nov. 1965. 
(Available from D I X  as AD 626 058.) 
ANNOTATION CODE (pp. 29-32), SEE TABLE: 
4.505 Rues, D.: Gabelstosse in schallnaher Stromung (Triple Shock in 
Transonic Flow). (See refs.  3.1 and 4.506.) 
4.506 Rues, D.: Das Verhalten von Gabelstossen in schallnaher StrBmung (The 
Behavior of Fork-Like Shocks in  Near-Sonic Flow). DVL Ber,  Nr, 294, 
Dee. 1963. 
Additional fork-like shocks, which effect the joining of both areas 
behind the shocks, cannot be formed in flows that have an initial Mach 
number 5 1.2447 without the formation in the fork point of a Taylor- 
Mayer expansion. In the a r e a  outside of the eqans ion ,  the near-sonic 
potential equation is solved with the aid of expansion in a power series, 
In the expansion area,  the solution is obtained by transformation of the 
characteristic coordinates and integration of the hyperbolic differential 
eqluation according to the Riemann-Milbert method. Some magnitudes 
of the flow field directly in the fork point a r e  given for  the near-sonic 
range. In addition, the flow in the vicinity of the fork point is calcuiatec 
for the initial Mach number MT = 1.1. (The initial Mach number rs the 
Mach number before the shocks.) 
4.507 R8iiEka, M.; and gpazek, L.: h e r  ein gewisses System von L8sungi.n 
der  Tricomischen Cleichung (On a Certain System of Solutions of the 
Tricomi Eqluation). (See ref. 3.1.) 
4.508 Ryzhov, O. S.: On Viscosity and Heat Conductivity Effects in Compres- 
sible Fluid Dynamics. Vol. 4 of Fluid Q n a m i c s  Transactions, W. 
Fiszdon, P. Kucharczyk, and W. J. Prosnak, eds., PWN - Polish Sei, 
Publ., 1969, pp. 379-394. (Symposium held Sept. 1967.) 
4.509 Ryzhov, 8. S.; and Terent'ev, E. D.: On Perturbations Associated With 
the Creation of Lift Acting on a Body in a Transonic Stream of a Dissi-  
pative Gas. J. Appl. Math. Mech., vol. 31, no. 6, 1967, pp, 1037-1049. 
(Translated from Frikl.  Mat. Mekhan. (Moscow) .) 
4.510 Ryzhov, 0. S.: Asymptotic Pat tern of Flow Past Bodies of Revolutio~m in 
a Sonic Stream of Viscous and Heat-Conducting Gas. 9. Appl. Math, 
Mech., vol. 29, no. 6, 1965, pp. 1185-1196. (Translated from Prikl.  
Mat. Mekhan. (Moscow) .) 
ANNOTATION CODE (pp. 29- 32), SEE TABLE: I I1 HII 
4,513. Ryzhov, 0. S.; and Shefter, 6.  M.: On the Effect of Viscosity and 
Thermal Conductivity on the Structure of Compressible Flows. J. 
Appl. Math. Mech., vol. 28, no. 6, 1964, pp. 1206-1218. (Translated 
from Prikl.  Mat. Mekhan. (Moscow) .) 
4,512 Ryzhov, 0, S.: Some Degenerate Transonic Flows. J. Appl. Math. Mech. 
vol!, 22, no. 2, 1958, pp. 355-361. (Translated from PrikP. Mat. 
Mekhan. (Moscow) .) 
4,515 Sakurai? Takeo: High Subsonic Flow With Normal Shock Wave a t  Nearly 
Critical Mach Number. J. Phys. Soe. Japan, vol. 14, no. 5, May 1959, 
pp, 658-663. 
4,514 Sakurai, Takeo: The Flow Pas t  a Flat Plate Accompanied With an 
Unsymmetric Dead Air at  Mach Number 1. J. Bhys. Soc. Japan, vol. 11 
no, 6, June 1956, pp. 710-715. 
4,515 Snto, Junzo: Application of Dorodnitsynb Technique to  Compressible 
Two-Dimensional Airfoil Theories  at Transonic Speeds. NAL 
TR-22OY Nat. Aerosp. Lab. (Tokyo), Oct. 1970. 
4-5 15 SeKifier, Manfred: b e r  die stetige Riickkehr gest6r ter  eberschal l -  
s t r5mmgen in den Unterschallbereich bei gemischten Strijmungsfeldern 
(On the Continuous Return of Disturbed Supersonic Flows to the Sub- 
sonic Regime in Mixed Flow Fields). J. Ration. Mech. Anal., vol. 5, 
no, 2, 1956, pp. 217-250. 
Paper  points out that there exist subsonic flows with imbedded 
supersonic region wherein the transition from supersonic to subsonic 
flow is continuous. Investigation attempts to answer whether such 
flows represent  an isolated phenomenon o r  whether there exist  neigh- 
boring solutions for  slightly modified boundary con&tions in  which the 
transition from supersonic to subsonic flow remains continuous. 
Starting from a known mixed flow and altering the boundary 
slightly in the supersonic flow region, neighboring solutions a r e  
obtained. It is not, however, known whether these a r e  analytic func- 
tions in  the complete flow field. 
The interplay of wall effects prohibits such a continuous transi- 
tion in channels. 
(AMR, 1956, Rev. 3989) 
BNNOTATION CODE (pp. 29-32), SEE TABLE: 
4.517 ScKgfer, Manfred: Eine einheitliche Charakteristikenmethode zur  
Behandlung gemischter ~nterschall-herschallstr5mungen (A Unified 
Method of Characteristics for  the Treatment of Mixed Subsonic and 
Supersonic Flow). J. Ration. Mech. Anal., vol. 2, no. 3, 1953, 
pp. 383-412. 
I Author expounds a new approach to mixed-flow problems, without I 1 
shock waves, by means of a suitable generalization of the conception of I 1 
characteristic variables, As is known, the proper  character is t ics  <,q 
(termed principal eharacteristies) become complex in the subsonic 
region, say, 5 = s + it, 9 = s - it. By writing s = (5 + 17)/2,t = 
( 5  - 9)/2i one defines a pair  of r e a l  variables, called by the author 
secondary characteristics.  Evidently, in  the supersonic region, one 
can introduce in  an analogous manner 6 = (5 + 9)/2, T = (5 - 9)/2, 
Hence, a pair  of r ea l  secondary character is t ics  can be used throughout 
the whole domain of flow. The first resul t  of importance is that now 
the hodograph equations in  t e r m s  of the secondary character is t ics  are 
the wave equation in the supersonic and the Laplace equation in  the sub- 
sonic regions. General solutions thus can be given. Conditions at the 
sonic line, if supposed continuous, supply relations between those 
solutions, 
Next, author discusses the relations between the characteristic 
variables and the geometric variables of the flow, He introduces for  
this purpose metr ic  functions of the field and shows that they obey cer- 
tain l inear partial-differential equations in  t e r m s  of the secondary 
characteristic variables. These equations a r e  of hmerbol ic  type in the 
supersonic region and of elliptic type in  the subsonic region. Their 
coefficients depend, however, on the solutions of the hodograph equa- 
tions. The geometric variables follow then by simple quadrature, 
Author promises to  publish separately an  application of his method, 
Here only the well-known case  of Ringleb (1940) is treated. Questions 
of existence and uniqueness of solutions a r e  not &scussed. The chief 
resu l t s  of the present  paper a r e  the subject of a report  delivered at 
Istanbul in 1952. 
ANNOTATION CODE (pp. 29-32), SEE TABLE: 
4,518 Sehineke, E, : Schallnahe Symmetrisehe Potentialstrijmungen urn 
Geschloassene Profile mit  Stetigem Schalldurehgang und Ihre  Grenzli- 
nkeneigenschaften (Transonic Symmetric Potential Flow Past Closed 
Profiles With Steady Sound Passage and Flow Boundary Line 
Prope~rties). Arch. Meeh. %osowanejJ', vol. Xn, no. 2, 1964, 
pg, 453.-470. 
Solution of the equation of flow function describing a mathematical 
ulodel of plane stationary symmetr ic  inviscid flows past  closed-profile 
contours, assuming that incident flows a r e  subcritical in  such a manner 
I h a ~  profile-bounded supersonic regions with a steady velocity vector 
exist also during sound passage through the sonic line. A theory of 
b~undary  hodographs is proposed which yields data fo r  numerical ealcu- 
lation of both known and some hitherto unknown flow boundary line 
properties. 
@/LA, A65-15274) 
4,519 Schmidt, W. : Daten einer  dreiparametrigen Systematik von R o t a ~ o n -  
shalF~a5rpern fir die StrBmungsverh5ltnisse bei Schallanstr'cimung und 
binearisierter ~berscha l l s t rBmung (Data of a Three-Parameter  
Scheme of Half Bodies of RevoluLion fo r  the Flow Conditions at Sonic 
Flow and Linearized Supersonic Flow). DVL Ber.  Nr.  70, Aug. 1958. 
For slender half bodies of revolution a three-parameter scheme 
Es established. Hereto, the velocity data at sonic flow and the wave 
drag data at  any body length at M, = 1 and in the linearized super- 
sonic flow a r e  given. A table showing in detail the numerical values is 
ro be found a t  the end of this report. The half body of revolution having 
ninimum wave drag (minimum body) is mentioned with its flow data, 
All present calculations do not consider any eventual shock which may 
~ C C U P -  a t  the body. 
Hn chapter 7.1 of this  report  an  example is given for  the ealeula- 
tion of a l l  important flow factors  of these bodies. 
4,920 Scl~ubert, H.; and Schleiff, M.: a e r  zwei Randwertprobleme des  
iahornogenen Systems der  Cauehy-Riemannschen Differentialgleichungen 
mit einer Anwendung auf ein Problem der  stationaren schallnahen 
StrBrnarng (Two Boundary Value Problems for  an Inhomogeneous System 
of Cauclay-Riemann Differential Equations With an  Application to a 
Problem of Steady Transonic Flow), Z. Angew. Math. Mech., Bd. 49, 
Heft "b, Oct. 1969, pp. 621-630. 
ANNOTATION CODE (pp. 29-32), SEE TABLE: I 11 Iin 7q--- 
Two boundary value problems of an inhomogeneous system of Y I I 
Cauchy-Riemann differential equations a r e  solved for  the full plane cut 
along the r ea l  axis under essentially different conditions. The integral 
representations of the solutions a r e  used to derive the singular integral 
equations for  plane sk t ionary  infrasonic flow due to  J. Zierep and 
K. Oswatitsch. Using a different definition of the Cauchy principal 
value of a singular integral, the Oswatitsch differential equation is 
shown to belong to the c lass  of singular differential equations studied 
by S. G. Michlin. 
4.521 Sears,  W. R.: Transonic Potential Flow of a Compressible Fluid. (See 
I [  1 j I  
ref. 2.33.) l 1  S E i  
I r  H 
4.522 Sells, C. C. L.: Plane Subcritical Flow Past a Lifting Aerofoil. Proc ,  
Roy. Soc. (London), se r .  A, vol. 308, no. 1494, Jan. 14, 1968, 
pp. 377-401, (See also ref. 4.525.) 
4.523 Sells, C. C. L.: Subcritical Flow Past a Lifting Aerofoil Section. Tech, 
Memo. Aero. 1083, Brit. R.A.E., July 1968. (Available from DDG 
a s  AD 845 695.) 
4.524 Sells, C. C. L.: Design of a Symmetrical Section With Specified P r e s s u r e  
Distribution. Tech. Rep. 68109, Brit. R.A.E., May 1968. 
4,525 Sells, C . C . L. : Plane Subcritical Flow Past a Lifting Aerofoil. T e c h  I A I3 
Rep. 67146, Brit. R.A.E., June 1967. 1 I N ! R ~  
4.526 Sevost'ianov, 6;. D. (Morris D. Friedman, transl.): Examples of Tran-  
sonic Ideal Gas Flows With a Compression Shock. Lockheed 
Missiles & Space Co. Tr ins l .  P964 .  (Translated from Melih. Zhidk. 
Gaza, no. 1, 1969, pp. 49-52.) 
4.527 Sevost'ianov, 6. D.: Two-Dimensional Transonic Gas Flow in  the Pres- 
ence of a Normal Shock Wave. J. Appl. Math. Mech., vol. 31, no. 6, 
1967, pp. 1031-1036. (Translated from Prikl.  Mat. Mekhan. (Moscowi) .) 
4.528 Sevost'ianov, G. D.: Dve Kraevye Zadachi Trikomi v Bezgraniehnoi 
Oblasti (Two Tricorni Boundary Value Problems in an  Infinite Region), 
Matematika, no. 1, Jan. 1967, pp. 95-101. 
ANNOTATION CODE (pp. 29- 32), SEE TABLE: I HI III 
Solution in  closed form of two Tricomi boundary value problems 
for the function $ ((8,q) satisfying the Tricomi equation 
qqQO c Qqq = 0 in a certain infinite region. One of the problems is 
agplicable to transonic dynamics - in  the determination of the flow 
funetlon at a distance from a profile situated in a plane transonic flow 
of finite width that has  sonic velocity a t  its f r e e  boundary. 
~~, 867-21929) 
4,529 Sevost%anov, 6. D. : Obtekanie Profilia Zvukovoi Svobodnoi Struei Gaza 
(Flow of a F r e e  Sonic Gas J e t  Past a Profile). Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, 
Mekh. Zkidk. Gaza, no. 2, Mar.-Apr. 1966, pp. 53-59. 
Construction of the s t ream function for  a plane f r e e  sonic gas  jet 
flowing past a profile. The function satisfies the Tricomi e v a t i o n  and 
is constructed on the plane 19 ,q by the' method of singular integral 
equations. In an  infinitely wide jet, the function is transformed, under 
certain conditions, into Frankl's self-similar solution that describes 
the infinite flow far from a profile situated in  the jet. 
(UA, A66-31290) 
4,530 Sevost'ianov, 6. D.: Two-Dimensional Transonic Gas Flow Far F r o m  a 
Profile Located in the Channel. J. Appl. Math. Mech., vol. 29, no. 5, 
4965, pp. 1021-1028. (Translated from Prikl.  Mat. Mekhan. (Moscow).) 
4,531 Shanbhag, V. V.; and Narasimha, R.: Numerical Evaluation of the Tran-  
sonic Wave Drag Integral. Int. Y. Numerical Methods Eng., vol. 2, 
Apr, -June 1970, pp. 277-282. 
4,532 Shannon, J. N. W.: The Application of a Modified Boundary Condition to 
Transonic Similarity for  Axially Symmetric Flows. Tech. Note 
HSA 46, Weapons Res. Estab., Austr. Def. Sci. Serv., Dee. 1958. 
4,533 Shefter, G. M.: Sonic Flow of Viscous Heat-Conducting Gas Around 
Bodies of Revolution. Sov. Phys. - Dokl., vol. 13, no. 11, May 1969, 
pp, 1081-1084. 
3,534 Shen, Yung-elhung: Similarity Solution fo r  Transonic Flow Past a Cone. 
OSR Tech. Note 56-121 (Contract AF-18(600) -383), Guggenheim 
Aeronaut. Lab., California Inst. Technol., Mar. 1956. 
ANNOTATION CODE (pp. 29-32), SEE TABLE: L I1 
-r 
4.535 Shifrin, E. G.: 0 Techeniiakh s Dozvukovoi Osobennost5u na 1 
Udarnoi Volne (Flows With a Subsonic angular i ty  on a Shock Wave). j j 
Izv, Akad. Nauk SSSR, Mekh. Zhidk. Gaza, no. 4, July-Aug. 1968, I I 
mscussion of plane and axisymmetric vortex flows of an ideal 
gas  near a s i n p l a r  point on a shock wave, where the curvature of the 
shock wave becomes infinite o r  zero. The analysis is performed f o r  
the case where the singular point l i es  in the region of subsonic 
velocities. 
(IAA, A68-44672) 
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Sy an universal function. T o  this  effect, the freezing property of the 
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Presentation of some new resu l t s  concerning the application of the 
paralbolic method to  the calculation of transonic flows. The basic con- 
cepts of the method a r e  illustrated fo r  the case  of the steady plane t ran-  
sonic flow past  a profile. The e r r o r  included in the method is assessed  
by using the inverse problem, in which the body contour is to  be deter-  
mined such that, by means of the parabolic method, it leads to  a given 
vel3cit.y distribution over the body. Finally, the method is used to show 
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(Supplement by JGrgen Zierep, Z. Angew. Math. Phys., vol. X, fase, 4, 
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The present  paper investigates a cornpression shock forming a% a 
curved plane surface in  stationary flow. The geometric form of t h i s  
shock adjacent to the profile is determined, and the flow in the vicinity 
of the wall and of the shock is investigated. Wllth convex profiles, an 
effect is confirmed which has been known for  about 12 yea r s  through the 
measurements performed by Ackeret, Feldmann and Rott. Our findings 
a r e  of innportance fo r  both local supersonic flow fields and compres- 
sible flow through cascades. 
m M E  SAMPLE EQUATIONS CORRESPONDING 
TO ENTRIES A TO G O F  TABLE II 
The purpose of this appendix is to give a few samples of the explicit equations 
which correspond to  the entr ies  A t o  G of table II. Many fo rms  of the equations which 
appear in  the l i terature have, of course, not been given. In fact, one can find samples 
not included here  in  the textbooks on transonic flow listed i n  pa r t  I. It is hoped that the 
several equations given fo r  each of the entr ies  A t o  G will indicate how the various 
a~proximate  equations have been grouped in the present  code. Generally the equations 
given here are for  the steady, inviscid, isentropic, perfect gas  conditions. Thus they a r e  
written in t e r m s  of a velocity potential. Fo r  the entr ies  A to  C (the physical plane) both 
three dimensional Cartesian and axisymmetric forms  a r e  given. Subscripts denote par -  
tial differentiation. 
A, Physical Plane, Full Equations 
The equations included in this  group a r e  nonlinear and may be isentropic; if solved 
by the Sirne-asymptotic finite-difference method, the unsteady t e r m s  must be added. In 
te rms of the vector velocity V, density p, and pressure  p, the steady, inviscid, adia- 
batic forms of the fluid flow equations (continuity, Euler, and Bernoulli) for  a perfect gas  
(with ratio of specific heats y) are:  
--L- Q + 1 ~2 = constant p , - 1 P  2 
For irrotationak flow, cur l  V = 0, a velocity potential Q can be introduced so  that the 
set of nonlinear equations (1) can be written a s  the single nonlinear equation in 
Cartesian coordinates as 
APPENDIX A - Continued 
o r  in  z i s y m m e t r i c  form as 
where a is the speed of sound, which depends on the velocity components $,, hy, 
and q,. Equations like (1) t o  (3), specialized for  other geometries o r  written in .errns 
of other variables (and the corresponding time-dependent forms) ,  comprise group A, 
B. Physical Plane, Small Disturbance, Nonlinear 
The equations included in this group a r e  simplified forms of equations (2) ard (3) 
wEch  r e b i n  one nonlinear t e r m  and a r e  derived by assuming that the body disturhss the 
f r ee  s t ream only slightly. They a r e  written in t e r m s  of a disturbance velocity ppohenlia: 
in  Cartesian form as 
o r  in misymmetr ic  form a s  
Here M, is the free-stream Mach number and K is generally a function of ;. and 
M,, both constants. This group also includes the equations obtained for  Ma = 1, 
C . physical Plane, Small Disturbance, Linear 
This  group includes the linearized equations of the Prandtl-Glauert type 
which a r e  used in both subsonic and supersonic theories and linearized equations of the 
form 
APPENDM - Continued 
~vhich 1:sve been used in transonic or  sonic (M, = 1 theories. In equations ('7) and (8) 
k is a constant; thus, they a r e  parabolic for  M, = 1. 
D, Bodograph (or related) Plane, Full Equations 
Th~e  txa;-o-dimensional form of equation (2) becomes linear in $ (or the s tream 
fcnction $1 when the velocity components (u,v or  q,0) a r e  used a s  independent vari-  
ables, (This is not t rue for  the three-dimensional o r  axisymmetric case though.) 
Included in  this group of equations a r e  those obtained by several  transformations. Some 
examp! es  are 
where o has been nondimensionalized. Other forms can be found, f o r  example, in 
Bers3book which is listed in P a r t  I. Note that if one puts d r  = (p/q)dq then equa- 
tions (12) become, on eliminating $, 
is a function of 7, say F(r).  
E, Bodograph (or related) Plane, Tricomi Equation 
The early mathematical studies of the equation 
by Tricorni were of fundamental importance to the theory of equations of "ce mixed type. 
Equation (14) is obtained by a Legendre transformation of the Lwo-dimensional, non- 
linear, transonic, small-disturbance equation (4) with M, = 1. It is also obtained from 
APPENDIX - Concluded 
equation (13) for some approximate gas models (see G below). The Tricomi equation (14) 
can be written in a number of forms, see again Bers' book listed in Pa r t  I. 
F. Viscous - Transonic 
The equations included in this group a r e  those which contain a term proportional 
to @-. This additional term, a longitudinal dissipative one, may be of the same order 
of magnitude as the nonlinear convective term proportional to $,$, at  M, = 1. 
Sample two-dimensional and axisymmetric equations found in the literature (written in 
terms of dimensionless variables) a re  of the form 
G. Approximate Gas Model 
This group is composed of the equations which a r e  obtained by assuming that the 
density-speed relationship is something other than the isentropic ideal gas relationship, 
which in dimensionless form is 
Most of these a re  easily stated in terms of the form of F(T) a s  introduced below equa- 
tion (13). Several approximations are: 
Chaplygin, ~ & r m & n - ~ s i e n :  F(T) = Constant 
Tricomi gas: F(T) = - (y  + 1 ) ~  
Tomotika-Tamada: F(T) = a (1 - e2k7) 
Others can be found in Bers' book which is listed in Pa r t  I. 
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